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Preface

This study was inspired by six years of exposure to the work

environment characterizing tactical fighter maintenance organiza-

tions. This research effort was designed to identify those as-

pects of the work and work environment which are most closely

associated with and predictive of job attitudes and career intent.

Hopefully, the study results will provide some insight into the

determinants of job satisfaction that will be of use to Air Force

management personnel in determining the direction and nature of

future Air Force “people” policies. Additionally, the author

hopes that the review of management thought and theory, their

application to the Air Force work environment, and the insights

presented in this paper will prove beneficial to lower level super—

visors who are truly interested in their people and who would like

to see them stay on for a career in the Air Force.

The majority of the observations and conclusions are logically

derived from the data analysis using generally accepted statistical

• procedures. In some situations, the author has deviated from pure

observation and strict mathematical interpretation of the analysis

results; however, he has tried to identify these occurrences with

such warnings as “in the opinion of the author” , “the author hy-

pothesizes” , etc. Any errors accompanying these speculations are

most likely philosophical in nature, and they result from the

author ’s false perceptions developed over the six years of expo—

sure to the aircraft maintenance personnel’s work environment.

Therefore, I accept full liability for any and all errors which

may have resulted from personal bias.
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Abstract

L 
~ This study investigates the ’ job attitudes of enlisted

maintenance personnel (FMS and OMS) serving in a1~Tactica1 Air

-Command,-fighter aircraft maintenance complex. The overall ob-

jective~of the study \,as to determine if a job enrichment
-- - -—V-—V -V - - — - ~ V •~~~~~ V_ _~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~

program might—hold potential for improving~1individual motiva-
V.)

tion and organizational effectiveness. ~~~ analysis consisted

V of measuring job satisfaction levels, using the Hoppock job

• satisfaction measure , and measuring satisfaction with the var—
V ious dimensions of the work and work environment, using the •~~~~ V (

~

~Job Diagnostic Survey~~deve1oped by Hackman and Oldham .

Compared with sample populations (ill ranks and enlisted

V only) drawn from the total Air Force p~~ulation , the study group

exhibited a ~lower ’~ degree of job satisfac’~ ion.- Data analysis V

‘I,

indicates that work environment factors ar e most highly associ-

ated with the dissatisfaction displayed . Overall, growth satis-

faction (a measure of how much chal lenge a job provides , oppor-

tunity for accomplishment, potential to exercise responsibility ,

and potential for personal growth and development) was found to

be the primary determinant of job satisfaction for this study 
V

group. ~~~
. Demographic variables were found to be of little impor-

tance in determining job satisfaction.

Career intent disclosures of the maintenance personnel sur—

veyed show that only 25 percent of the individuals definitely

plan to remain in the Air Force. Forty-three (43) percent of

the individuals who did not express definite positive career in-

tent listed their job as the major factor effecting their deci—

sion. Expressed career intent was found to be influenced by
V V

V 
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job satisfaction and the perceived satisfaction with the work

environment factors. Low job satisfaction mean scores and the

lack of personnel commitment to a military career coupled with

analysis of these dimensions appear to indicate that the work

environment is problematic .

Diagnostic analysis of the work itself indicates tha t an

all—inclusive job enrichment program is unwarranted in either

maintenance organization . Autonomy within the OMS activities

is the only dimension which appears to be a deficient area.

xi
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A STUDY OF JOB CHARACTERI STICS AND JOB ATTITUDE S

AT A TACTICAL AIR COMMAND FIGHTER

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE COMPLEX

V I. INTRODUCTION

• Military people have received several well earned pay
raises in the last eight years. However, we firmly
believe that monetary incentives in themselves will
not achieve our goals—-the ultimate key is job sat-
isfaction. We know we must provide opportunity and

V challenge for our young people. Each member needs
to feel that he is af for ded the chance to contribute
to the best of his ability.

Former Secretary of the Air Force,
S Robert C. Seamans, Jr. (“Attracting and V

Keeping the People We Need” , 1972).

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM V

Human resources are the United States Air Force ’s most

valuable assets. With respect to these valuable resources,

the Air Force faces two major challenges. The immediate chal—

lenge is one of managing and motivating individuals to do

better and more efficient work in a time of austere budgets.

More long run in nature is the challenge to build a highly

professional force characterized by stability,  motivation ,

efficiency, and dedica tion to mission objectives at all levels

of command. To successfully execute these challenges , the

Air Force mus t be able to attract qual ity personnel and to

retain a higher percentage of these personnel than is the case

today.

—---a- V L~~
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V 
Before the Air Force can effectively meet either the

immediate or long range challenge , an indepth analysis of

human behavior must be performed in an attempt to determine

what motivates individuals and what provides individual job

satisfaction. With implementation of an all-volunteer force

concept, the Air Force can no longer expect “unlimi ted” sub-

stitution of people into the system. Instead, the Air Force

- 
V 

must recruit and retain top talent by maintaining an attractive

organizational climate and by providing jobs that are chal-

lenging and meaningful within the context of present day values.

In March 1975, the Air Force Management Improvement Group

(AFMIG) was established and was given the task of making “ ...
a good service better; by examining the organization and man-

ageinent of the Air Force as they relate to or impact on the

human resource ; and by developing initiatives which enhance V

both the quality of leadership in the Air Force and the well—

V being of Air Force people” (Ellis , 1975). Studies conducted by

this group have addressed job satisfaction in the Air Force in 
V

a broad sense ; however , no studies have been conducted which

specifically address job satisfaction and career intent within

the Air Force maintenance career field (Murphy, 1977). This -:

particular job was selected for study because it is one where

a retention problem appears to exist (See Table I) and because

AF/DPXHMM personnel expressed a strong desire to have satis-

faction information for maintenance career field personnel.

Several factors may account for the reduced reenlistment

rates. First, the general economic climate of the Na tion can

2
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significantly influence reenlistment rates. When jobs are

S plentiful and pay is high in the civilian market, a decline

in reenlistment rates can be anticipated . Within the past

five years, measurements have been made comparing military

with civilian pay , and military pay scales (based on an eight

hour , five day work week) have been found to be quite compet—

itive with civilian pay scales. The author hypothesizes that

pay is a significant factor in reenlistment decisions not from

• the standpoint of comparable pay for comparable work , but from
V 

the standpoint of overtime requirements (12 hour work days )

with no increase in compensation . A second influential factor

is changing social values. The author hypothesizes that

people are now less receptive to the traditional authoritarian

management of the military , and therefore seek more personal

satisfaction from the work and work environment.

Table l

Comparative Reenlistment Statistics

Through
- 

2nd Qtr
Reenlistment Rates FY 76 FT 77 FY 77

TAC 1st Term 40.8 30.7 35.9
M i t 2nd Term 59.7 38.7 63.7
Career Field Career 96.1 97.5 94.1

AF—Wide 1st Term 46.1 45.5 49.5
Maintenance 2nd Term 66.1 72.7 72.3
Career Field Career 92.2 95.4 96.6

TAC 1st Term 33.4 35.6 34.6
All AFSC5 2nd Term 57.5 36.4 61.2

Career 95.4 96.2 93.1

AF—Wide 1st Term 37.3 38.1 46.1
All AFSCs 2nd Term 67.4 73.9 72.2

Career 91.1 9 4 . 7  95 .3

Source: Hq TAC/DPPC, Langley AFB , VA
AFMPC/DPMMA R , Randolph AFB , TX

3
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V Civilian industry accomodations to these changing social

values tend to make civilian jobs more attractive alternatives

to military service. An example of an accomodation by private

industry to changing values has been job redesign. This practice

has enhanced employee motivation and job satisfaction, increased

proQuctivity and efficiency, and improved retention rates. The

author believes that application of this industry experience to

maintenance jobs in the Air Force will help alleviate current

personnel and cost problems . Therefore , this study is designed

to investigate how these principles of motivation and job enrich-

ment can be applied to the maintenance career field .

PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY

This study has several interrelated purposes. First, an 
V

attempt will be made to synthesize the most widely accepted

and employed motivation , job satisfaction , and job enrichment

theories and principles. A review of the voluminous body of

literature written on these subject areas has led the author

to select Maslow ’s, Argyris ’, McGregor ’s, Herzberg ’s, Vroom ’s,

and Hackman and OlJham ’s theories as being those most rele-

vant for this study.

A second purpose is to analyze the stated principles of

motivation and job enrichment, and to investigate the possi-

V 

bility of applying these principles to the maintenance tech-

nician career field. Specific objectives are to determine

4
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V 
which work/work environment factors are most likely to enhance

motivation and enrichment potential, and to determine the rela-

V 
tive degree of association between job satisfaction/career

intent and each identified variable. These factors will be

used to determine if job enrichment can be applied within the

constraint of current USAF maintenance policy. Analysis will

not be limited to these factors alone but will consider the

nature and complexity of the specific job .

Assuming that a need for job redesign will be indicated

and is feasible, a third purpose is forwarded . This purpose

is to make recommendatirns regarding what changes might be

effected in order to promote more effective use of USAF main-
V tenance technicians~ talents. These recommendations will be

based solely on the analysis of the sample populations per-

ceptual disclosures.

Finally, since no job satisfaction studies have been 
V

conducted on the aircraft maintenance career field, this study

will establish baseline measurements for the various job di-

mensions. This information may be useful in evaluating effects

of any future changes in maintenance concepts and/or organi-

zational job definitions.

SCOPE

The purpose of this research is to investigate job

attitudes of personnel currently performing duty within the

aircraf t maintenance career field . Although the author hy-

pothesizes that similar results are attainable from maintenance

5
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organizations Air Force wide , this study is based solely on

job attitude data collected within a Tactical Air Command )
Fighter Wing maintenance complex . An attempt will be made to

V 

present those factors and recommendations that would have the S

widest applicability in all tactical fighter units.

This study will address those elements of job satisfaction

which can be achieved through job redesign and improvements

within the work environment. This pragmatic approach to job

enrichment is aimed at providing tools which will aid super-

visors in motivating their personnel and increasing the satis- V

faction which these individuals derive from their daily tasks.

V No attempt is made to formulate and forward an entirely new

maintenance concept. If the results indicate a need for such V

a major reorganiza tion , recommendations for such a program will

be made for Air Force planners ’ future use. The intent of this

thesis is to propose changes which can be made within the

framework of the current maintenance concept and still promote

personnel motivation and individual-job satisfaction.

Job satisfaction theory as synthesized by Hackman and

Oldham provides the f ramework within which this analysis is

made. However , this study is for descriptive and recommend— V 5

atory purposes and is not intended to prove or disprove any

motivation or job satisfaction theory .

6
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V ASSUMPTIONS

V The imperfect nature of this type of research combined

with the lack of total information about the selected sample

population require that certain assumptions be made . Although

these assumptions may limit and condition the research results

and conclusions, they are necessary and are not considered to

adversely affect the research findings.

General. The assumptions which apply to the overall con-

duct of this study are as follows:

1. The underlying assumption for this study is that the

principles of motivation and job enrichment apply equally to

jobs within the Air Force as they do within the civilian insti-

tutions in which they were developed . This assumption is given

support by the results of the Air Force study New View, publish-

ed in 1967, as well as by experience recently gained at Air

Logistics Center at Ogden , Utah.

2. There exists withir the Air Force, and more specif i-

cally within the maintenance career field , a need to identi fy

motivational dimensions which may influence job performance

levels.

V 3. The work and work environment dimensions examined in

this study are vital to individual job satisfaction and self-

actualization. Although this listing is not exhaustive, the V

chosen dimensions are significantly predictive and influential

in determining job satisfaction.

V 

7
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4. While trend data would make this study more valuable,

V the collection of data on a one time basis can still be use—
V fully analyzed.

5. The Air Force will continue to train maintenance per-

sonnel to the same level of proficiency and job diversification

in the future as it does now.

Methodology. The assumptions which condition the method-

ology used in this study are as follows:

1. The methodology employed by the author provides an

effective and validated method of identi fying and ranking moti-

vational dimensions.

2. The researcher assumes that the survey instrument

which is composed of the Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman and V

Oldhaxn , l974a:63—73) and the Hoppock Job Satisfaction Blank,

as modified for use in the USAF work environments (Manley ,

1976) is a valid instrument for measuring job satisfaction

levels within the USAF maintenance complexes. Changes to the

V 
original Hoppock Job Satisfaction stems are so minor that va-

lidity,  based on over forty years of use, is upheld (Manley ,

et al , 1976).

3. The reliabilities of the JDS scales are more than S

satisfactory since the instrument was used to obtain average

scores of groups of more than five individuals who work on the

same job (Hackman and Oldham, 1975:169). Reliabilities for

each JDS scale are given in Appendix “C” , “ Job Diagnostic Survey

Validity” .

4. The sample responses are unbiased .

8
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5. The guarantee of anonymity and the impersonal nature

of the questionnaire preclude most defensive reactions. That

is, the survey methodology encourages the participants to re-

spond according to the way they really feel instead of answering

in the way they think they are supposed to feel.

Sample Population. The following assumptions are made

about the characteristic behavior of the sample population :

1. The total sample population follows a normal distri-

bution .

2. Basic to this research is the assumption that despite

individual perculiarities , taken as an aggregate group, men are

very similar. That is, while maintaining individualism, men

display “common features ” in their behaviors and activities.

The researcher assumes that when randomly sampled , a sample

size N > 200 provides an objective cross—sectional analysis of

the work and the work environment necessary to establish these

“common features ” .

3. Man’s needs and associated n eed satisfiers are rela-

tively universal. Stated simply , man will exercise self-

direction and self—control in the service of objectives to

which he is committed. V

4. All respondents tend to strive for self-actualization

and fulfillment.

5. Each respondent used his individual perceptions to

provide honest responses to all questions involving attitude

and work environment aspects. Since the JDS provides the

respondent an opportunity to describe both existing and desired

9
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characteristics of his/her job , the researcher assumes that

the responses describing existing work conditions are not

influenced by the individual ’ s perceptions of the “ideal”

work environment.

Statistical Analysis. All assumptions which condition

the statistical analyses are included in Chapter IV within the

discussion of each statistical procedure used in the study .

LIMITATIONS

As with most research efforts, there are limitations that

must be considered and understood before any meaningful gen-

eralizations and/or conclusions may be formulated from the 
V

results. Probably the most constraining factor is the nature V

V of the survey instrument. The questionnaire is highly struc-

tured which limits the scope of the data obtained to speci fic

aspects . Any functional reiationships that can not be measured

in terms of the specific dimensions tapped are ignored .

This study is based on the responses to a questionnaire

designed to measure the overall job satisfaction/dissatisfaction

for each individual and the degree of satisfaction that each

individual experiences with the various job f actors defined by V

Hackmari and Oldham (See Appendix “A”). Although the list of

job factors considered is quite extensive, there still remains

the possibility that there are some “untested” job factors

that could “reflect” job satisfaction/dissatisfaction better

than those chosen for the study . When the results of this

study are restricted to “explaining” Hackxnan and Oldham ’s job

10
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satisfaction theory as it applies to Air Force maintenance

organizations, the effect of this limitation is minimized .

However , if the results of this study are used to hypothesize

new job satisfaction theories or if the results are extrapolated 
j

to “untested” dimensions , serious deficiencies may result.

Since this study involves people in a fairly flexible

environment, the element of time can greatly affect the results

and conclusions formulated from the study . People ’s percep-

tions about their jobs and their work environment can change

drastically within a short period of time. Due to the guarantee

of respondent anonymity , no additional or clarifying data are 
V

available to document possible changes in job satisfaction/ dis-

satisfaction levels or changes in the ranking of job satisfaction/ V

dissatisfaction determinants. If this limitation was relaxed , a

better insight into personal job satisfaction might be obtained . V

A minor limitation which may affect this research effor t V

stems from the use of questionnaires in general. Many times,

individuals are barraged with questionnaires , but they seldom

see written results nor experience any favorable changes in

organizational policies and/or procedures. As a result,- m di- V

viduals are reluctan t to par ticipate, or they employ a “game-

like” response pattern which yields unreliable data. In an 
V

attempt to minimize thi s behavior, the researcher personally

administered the survey , briefed the survey popula tion on the

purpose of the study and the methodology used in the study , and

assured all respondents that they would have access to the study

results and recommendations .

11
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A limitation which could impair the validity and the use—

fulness of the collec&ed data is that the JDS is readily fakable

(Hackman and Oldha~~, 1974a :36) . However , since the instrument

was not administered for job selection or replacement purposes,

and since responses will be held in the strictest confidence,

the researcher assumes that this effect is negligible.

Although the author believes that man ’s needs are un iversal ,

the unique mission of the Air Force places different demands upon

its personnel. Even though this study encompasses all the jobs

within the FMS and OMS complexes , the researcher realizes that not

all jobs lend themselves to job enrichment. To the extent that

job designs are tied directly to expensive or complex equipment,

little in the way of meaningful job exchange can occur. How-

ever , all work aspects of the maintenance operation are investi-

gated in an attempt to formulate as broad a job enrichment pro-

gram as possible. Another limiting factor in formulating a job

enrichment program is that not all people want their jobs enriched V

(Penzer , 1973:22). Some people will always prefer jobs that do

not require any emotional or mental commitment to the job envi-

ronment.

Although this study was based on the data collected in only

one maintenance complex , the discussLon will occasionally be in

general terms since the work environinent of the maintenance

personnel are very similar in all organizations by location and

type of operation; e.g., combat .or training ; southeast or south-

west. The author attempts to differentiate between work envi-

ronment and geographical environment factors and to present

12 
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those work environment factors that would have the widest

applicability in all tactical fighter units. The researcher

anticipates that many of the f indings will  have app licability

to other Air Force jobs; however, one must realize that ad-

justments may be required in these cases.

Numerous theories have been forwarded regarding the deter-

minants of job satisfaction ; however , no one theory has proven

to be more ef fective in quan ti fy ing job satisf action levels

than another. Although there are volumes of information on

job satisfaction , there are so many combina tions of variables

which can be used to measure job satisfaction levels that it is

impossible to compare empirical results. Even when the same V

theory is used in several studies , differences in the survey

population , the survey technique , the instrument construct, and

methods of analysis make it difficult to compare/contrast results

unless the researcher has complete knowledge of the circumstances

surrounding each study. This is to say that there is no true

baseline from which to judge job satisfaction levels. There-

fore , one can not make definitive statements about job satis-

faction scores. The researcher can only make completely valid

comparative evaluations between scores which were obtained under

the same conditions.

One f ina l  limitation results from using Hoppock ’ s general

job satisfaction blank and the various stems used in the JDS to

measure job satisfaction (Appendix “A ” , Section 3, Numbers 2, 4,

and 6). Job satisfaction , being a subjective “feeling” , is not

13
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readily quantifiable on an absolute scale. Since each partic-

V 
ipant responded according to his own feeling of satisfaction ,

V there is no way to judge the relative job satisfaction between

two individuals or any two groupings of the sample population

V members. This to say that an individual who has a job satis—

V faction index of 15 may conceivably be more satisfied in some

absolute sense than a respondent who has a job satisfaction

index of 25.

SUMMARY

S To remain effective, the Air Force must recruit highly

qualified young people and do everything possible to encourage

them to make the Air Force a career . More specifically , the
V 

Air Force must create a working environment that will not only

attract but will also retain good aircraf t maintenance techni-
V cians , or the f ly ing mission will be placed in jeopardy . To

meet this challenge, supervisors at all levels of command must

show each individual respect , recognize his individual needs

and aspirations , and allow him to develop his capabilities. To

attain this objective, emphasis must be placed on a thorough

examination of the field of human relations . Focus of this

examination must be on the ways that supervisors can achieve

higher levels of motiva tion and increase job satisfaction for

their people, and at the same time increase output through

better utilization of available personnel. This study was

designed to meet these challenges as they apply to the aircraf t

maintenance technician career field.
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II. MAN , MOTIVATION, AND WORK

The release of human potential , the enhanceme nt of
individual liber ty, the li beration of the human
spirit——those are the deepest and truest goals to
be conceive d by the hear ts and minds of the Amer ican
people.

John Gardner (Shar baugh, 1971:416)

This chapter examines some of the thought which attempts

to explain the relationship that must exist between the worker

and his job in order to produce job satisfaction . Maslow ’s

theoretical “hierarchy of prepotency ” provides an insight into

the needs and need strengths of the indivi dual ; McGregor ’s and

Argyr is ’ the ories of man , when extrapolated to the management

arena, provide the concept of a “proper” organiza tional environ-

ment. This “proper” environment affords the individual the

opportunity to simultaneously contribute to the fulfillment of

both hi s own higher level needs and the or ganiz ation ’s goals.

However , if the indivi dual is to accom p lish this , he must be

motivated. How does this motivation occur? The motivation

and job desi gn theories of Herz berg and Hackxnan and O ldham

suggest an avenue of approach to this problem.

BACKGROUND OF JOB DESIGN THEORY

In order for one to view present-day behavioral theory

in proper perspec tive , it is necessary to review the con tri-

butions made by the classical and human relations theorists.

Histor ically, the beginning of creative job structuring dates

back to the 1800 ’ s when industrial management was concerned 
V
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primarily with how much physical work a man could perform in -

a specifie d period of time (Smith, 1968:478). To meet the

conditions of an un trained, uneduca ted labor force , jo bs were

simplified to the “nth” degree so that they could be learned
V 

quickly and workers could perform their tasks effectively .

Man was looked upon as a “tool of production” and phy s ical

demands on these “tools ” became the most important factor in

job design.
V 

Classical Theory. In the early 1900’s, the first exten-

sive inves tigation into the ties between the work er and his

work was performed by Frederick W. Taylor , the “father of modern
V 

management” (George, 1968:143). Taylor ’s work evolve d into the

develo pment of the “scientific rnanagemen~ ” school whic h concen-

trated on the physical aspects of the work and contended that

workers were motiva ted only by mone tary rew ards (Por ter , et al ,

1 9 7 5 : 2 7 5 — 2 7 6 ) .

Taylor ’s approach to management laid the groundwork for

the highly rational classical theories . Taylor ’s approach is

characterized by four basic principles: (1) development of the

“best” method for each task , (2) scientific selection and train-

ing of workmen for each task, (3) deve lopmen t of a clos e wor king

V relationship between managers and workers with an equal dist—r i-

bution of work between each “par ty ” , and (4) development o~~~ a

healthy monetary incentive program designed to increase produc—

V tion through worker motiva tion (Taylor , l911:3€). Classical V

theory wh ich evolved from Taylor ’s princip les can be sumtnarized

V VJ
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as “ ....employees were motivated to work by money and other
V economic things and there was no logical reason , therefore , for

raising wages above the subsistence level. The practice of

V human relations was a matter of establishing a wage which could

allow the necessities of l ife and the replenishment of the work

force ” (S anford , 1973:25) .

Throughout the early 1900’ s , improvements in productivity

and economic performance were stressed by extending design

studies to the ins trumen ts of pro duction , i.e. tools, equi p-

ment , and work space; yet , the human elemen t of produc tion was

ignored. Although significant advances had been made in the

physical aspects of production , the early 1930’s were charac-

terize d by low productive output and severe employee morale

problems . Factors which contributed to these outcomes were the

growth in education and the non-stimulating jobs accompanying

the advent of automation (Por ter , et al, 1975:278). For all

the gains that industry received from the app lication of sc ien-

tific management theories , the changes in peop le and the changes

in technology indicated that managers needed to take another

look at the design of jobs. The interest in employees and job

desi gn signalle d the beginnin g of the “human relations” era in

which emphasis was place d on the role of the human e lemen t in

the work p lan .

Human Relations Theory. Whereas the scientific manage-

ment movement 3ought to increase productivity by rationalizing

it, the human rela tions movem ent sought to increase produc tivi ty

17
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by “huznanizir~y ” it (Filley and House , 1969: 17—19) .  It was

durin g this period that mos t of the principles of modern man-

agement thought and theory developed (Porter, et al, 1975:22).

Human relations theory as it is known today is considered

to have begun in 1927 , with the Hawthorne studies which shifted

the focus of human relations from an economic emphasis to a

V socio—psychological emphasis. These studies demonstrated the

importance of “worker attitudes and sentiments in determin ing

the resul ts of a change in a job si tuation ” (Filley and House,

1969:21). Classical theory held that “a physical change di-

rec ted towar d grea ter efficiency woul d automatically brin g about

the desired resul t” ; however , the Hawthorne studies indica ted V

that “workers reac t to change in terms of the meanin g change

has for them ” (Filley and House, 1969:21) That is, employee 
V

productivi ty woul d increase only if changes in human rela tion-

ships wi thin the or ganiza tion pro duced, or were perceived to

produce , greater social and psychological satisfaction. There-

fore , the prac tical problem of the human relation theoris ts was

to determine how social and psycholo gical satis faction coul d be V

enhanced .

Attempts to increase soci al satisfac tion took many diver se

approaches rang ing from advoca ting greater socializa tion on and

off the job to increasing employee services and benefits. Many

of the theorists of this period held that the key to increased

produc tivi ty was “participative” management. It was held that

worker participation in managerial decision activities would V

18
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result in greater need satisfaction which in turn would result

in better performance and higher productivity (Sanford ; 1973:35).

Although the basic assumptions of the human relations 
V

approach were valid , there was a wide divergence between theory V

and practice. Two serious misconceptions accompanied implemen-

tation of the concepts , the first being that the objective of S

human relations programs was to make the employees “ happy ” .

The second was that a “happy ” group is always productive and that

the “happiness ” is attained through “par ticipative ” management.

The Hawthorne studies demonstrated that “good” management can

not capitalize on making a work group happy and reap high pro—

ductivi ty, but ins tead they mus t seek a balance between morale

and efficiency that provides the bes t combina tion of the two

(Filley and House, 1969:22). Happiness , and need sat isfac tion ,

and the entity of which it is a part — job sa tisfac tion — are

not the same. Employee happiness and satisfaction can be inde-

pendent of productivity or performance. Furthermore, partici-

pation mus t be aimed at achievin g some thing wor thwhile if job

satisfaction and productivity are to complement each other. V

Participation programs designed to make the worker feel useful

and an impor tant part of the overall effort will only serve as

a “lubricant which oils away resistance to formal authority”

(Sanford , 1973:35—36).

Probably the most significant contribution of the Hawthorne

studies to the human relations movement was a realization that

“a human solu tion requires human data and human tools ” (Filley

and House, 1969:23). It was this interest in human data that

spurred the behavioral scientists into action. 
S
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BEHAVIORAL (MODERN MANAGEMENT) THEORY

In contrast to the classical and human relations theories

which pro posed that the primary motivators of man are res pec-

tively money and “happiness ” , the behavioralists hold that

workers are motiva ted by the desire to satisfy a diversi ty of

needs and that monetary incentives can only satisfy the “ lower ”

level needs in this need hierarchy . Many theories have been

V advanced which attempt to explain the source and operation of

V these motivational forces ; howeve r, the author believes that

the work of McGregor , Argyris , Maslow , and Herzberg most di—

V rectly account for these intrinsic motivational forces.

McGregor ’s Theory “X ”/Theory “Y” addresses the ef fect of

leadership style on individual behavior within an organization. V

Individual motivation is greatly affected by how one is treated 
V

within the organization; the treatment within the organization

follows direc tly from whe ther a manager holds Theory “X” or

Theory “Y” assumptions about his people (Porter, et al , 1975:

36). Argyris ’ work addresses the conflict between man and or-

ganization with emphasis centering on the lack of congruency

between the needs of heal thy employees (independence ) and those

Of the formal organization (dependence). Maslow ’s contribution

was to describe a hierarchy of human needs which runs the gamut

from basic physical drives (thirs t, hunger , safe ty) to higher 
V

V 

order psychological needs (self—esteem , self accomplishment).

Accor ding to him , as one level of the hierarchy is reasonably 
V

satisfied , the nex t level becomes the more potent motiva tor

(Porter , et al , 1975:42-43). Herzberg ’s theory , drawing
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heavily upon Maslow ’ s hierarchy of needs , was designed to deter-

V 
mine the kinds of things which make people happy and satisfied

on their jobs or unhappy and dissatisfied, and rela tes these

factors to the fulfillment of individual needs. The author V

believes that each of these theories is relevant to the air-

craft maintenance technicians ’ work and work environment.

Organizational Structure and Motivation (Argyris’ Theory ).
V In 1957 , Chris Argyris published Personality and Organization in

which he defined the effects of the formal organization on human

behavior . The framework for this analysis was the “imn~aturity—

maturity” theory of human behavior which has as its basic tenet,

“from infancy to adulthood , there is a tendency for the ‘healthy ’

personality to develop along a continuum from immaturity to matu-

ri ty by movin g from being passive to being active; by moving from

dependence to independence; by growing from a lack of awareness

of self to awareness and control over self” (Argyris, 1959:50).

Argyris contends that the basic proper ties of the formal or gani-

zation tend to keep individuals immature and mediate against

self—actualization (Wren, 1972:446).

The total Air Force environment is characterized by a for-

mal organizational structure. According to Air Force Manual
‘

V 
25—1,

USAF Manageme nt Process (1964:12):

The basic principles underly ing the struc tural
organization are: unity of command , span of control,
homogenous assignment, and assi gnment of responsi-
bility with accompanying delegation of authority .
Al though this is not a hard and fast rule , equally V
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V applicable to all situations, in the vast majori ty
of structures these principles of organization are
vital to the development of a strong , workable
organization.

Whereas Air Force management views these principles of manage-

ment as necessary and suff icient  for effective and eff icient

operation , personnel often perceive these principles as a source

of conflict of interests. This conflict of interest arises from

the incongruence between the needs of the organization and its

people . Argyris proposes that this conflict and incongruency

is seated in four basic properties of the formal organization.

First , task specialization limi ts individual ini tiative ,

provides lit tle oppor tunity for expression of one ’s abili ties ,

and inhibits self—actualization which is desired by a healthy V

personality . Second , the chain of command assumes that concen-

tration of power and author ity at the top of the hierarchy of

authority is necessary and sufficient for effective and efficient

operation of an organization . The incentive and control systems

of this structural arrangement make the individual dependent 
V

upon and passive toward the leader. Third , the unity-of-direction

pr inci ple can produce prob lems if the indivi dual is no t permitted

to participate in goal setting or defining methods of attaining

stated objectives. Finally , the span—of—control limits the

amount of self—control and reduces the time perspective of

people at the bottom of the chain—of-command . Reduction in

span—of—control facilitates closer control, which pr esuppo ses

individual immaturity (Wren, 1972:447). Based on his research ,

Argyris proposed that the formal organization creates feelings

22
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of failure and frustration , shor t time perspec tive , and con-

f l ic t  within a healthy individual. Defensive reactions stemming

from these feelings and nonfulfillment of individual needs can

range from regression , aggression , noninvolvement, and restricted

output, to removal from the conflict situation (Argyris, 1957:77).

Management , faced with the reactions of the worker , also

reac ts by usin g more autocra tic , direc tive leadershi p , by tight- V

ening or ganiza tional con trols , and by adopting a pseudo-human

relations approach desi gned to rationalize the work si tuation

ins tead of tryin g to eliminat e the causes of employee discon tent

(Wren , 1972:447—448).

Argyris ’ work was not aimed at removal of the managemen t

con trols whi ch char acterize the formal organ ization , but his

writings were directed toward proper administration of manage-

ment con trols , and desi gning organiza tional activi ties so that

there was goal congruence between management and the individual.

Ar gyris ’ proposal for attaining goal congruence considered job 
V

enlargemen t, par ticipative management, dispersal of responsi-

bility,  and “reality-centered” leadership. By increasing the S

number of tasks performe d, an indivi dual is given a greater

opportunity to use more of his abilities and is given a greater

sense of power and control over his work. Employee centered

management reduces dependence and submissiveness which aids

the individual in achieving self—actualization while furthering

the goals of the organization. Challenge through responsibility

and reliance on employee self—direction and self-control are
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considered prerequisites for organizational design. A.cgyris

contends that “ ...through awareness , unders tanding , anSI modi-

fica tion of or ganiza tional prac tices tha t the healthy indiv idual

can be nurtured in a healthy organization and that. both can

achieve their goals and needs. Harmony.. .is not sweetness and

light but the matura tion of people in enlightened organizations ”

(Wren, 1972:448).

The Role of Theory “X”/Theory “Y” in Management. Manage-

ment of human resources is far from being an exact science. All

principles of mar..agement are based upon man ’s conce ptions and

beliefs ; therefore , managers and supervi sor s mus t opera te on

the basis of certain assumptions about human nature and human

V behavior. McGregor contends that these managerial assumptions 
V

are all-important in determining the manager ’s style of oper-

ation (McGregor, 1968:35). Since the level of control is a func—

tion of managerial style , indivi dual motiva tion and satisfac tion

can be greatly influenced by managerial assumptions about man.

Traditional assumptions about human behavior are typified by

McGregor ’s Theory “X” which leads to tight con tro l over the

employee at work.

The underly ing assumption of Theory “X”  is that individuals

have an inherent dislike for work. The average worker is viewed

as one who shuns responsibility , prefers to be led , exhibits

little if any ingenuity and ambition , and is adamantly opposed

to chan ge . Therefore , if organizational goals are to be

achieve d, management mus t cons tantly coerce , direct, and con trol

workers at all activity levels (Porter , et al , 1975:36) .
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This kind of management is commonly described as “getting

things done through people; however , in reality it can be

described as “getting things done in spite of people” . This

type of manager can be effec tive in the shor t term , but in

contemporary times with lower order needs basically satisfied,

he will experience high turnover in personnel. An alternative

approach to this often self-defeating type of management is

sunm~ d up in McGregor ’s Theory “Y” management concept.

Contrary to McGregor ’s Theory “X” is his Theory “Y” which V

is based on the following assumptions (McGregor , 1968:48—56).

1. Expenditures of physical and mental effort by indi-
viduals is a natural act. Fur thermo re, assumption is made that
i.ndividual and organizational objectives are congruent.

2 . The avera ge worker ’s talents and potentials are only
partially utilized. Given the chance, individuals can and will
employ imaginative and creative methods in meeting personal and 

V

organizational objectives. V

3. Man will exercise self—direction ~~d self-control in 
V

the service of objectives to which he is committed . V

Theory “Y” infers that there is nearly an unlimited poten— - -

tial in most people. Its presence is not a function of manage—

ment activities other than simply providing an outlet whereby

people are able to recognize and develop their potentials for 
V

themselves. This entails providing individuals with increased V

res ponsi bility, grea ter delegation of authori ty, and opportuni-

ties to do demandin g, challenging wor k . These ends are mos t 
V

efficaciously reache d throu gh the job itself.

Although these sets of assumptions about human behavior

may appear to be exhaustive categories , McGregor conceive d

them as the ex tremes of a con tinuum along whi ch any individu al
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may place himself at any given time. McGregor ’s thesis is not

that man exemplifies either Theory “X” or Theory “ Y ” assump-

tions in total. Instead, his implication is “ ...that to the

extent that one adopts and prac tices Theor y “Y” assumptions ,

the peop le with whom he interac ts will exhib it motiva ted

behavior ” (Maher , 1971:12). V

Using these charac ter istic s as a fr amework for analysis ,

the author believ es that traditional or Theory “X” assumptions

about human behavior are mos t prev alent in the style of leader-

shi p , supervision , and direction experienced by the Air Force

member , especially at the lower levels in the hierarchi al

structure. Any legal order given by an Air Force member in a

position of authority is backed-up by the threat of punishment

for non-compliance which is embodied in the Uniform Code of V

Military Justice. Further , the Code itself is written in a

posi tive manner to compel persons to do certain things (such 
V

as obey lawful or ders ) under threa t of punishment for failure

to comply. The Air Force system of personnel evaluation (effec— V

tiveness and performance reports) carries an inherent threat

of punishment for failure to measure up to an ambiguous standard 
V

which is in the mind of the evaluator. Furthermore , in the

author ’s opinion , coercion and the threat of punishment is in- 
V

herent in the class structure of the military rank system . V

Whether the directive style of leadership is necessary to main-

tain discipline or developed because the services have been -

manned largely by non-volunteers is not within the scope of 
V
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this research. The writer intends to merely point out its

possible implications to the concept of worker motivation and

satisfaction.

There are two possible explanations for the lack of moti-

vational force within the military structure. The first is that

the underlying assumptions of Theory “X” are valid and that V

Air Force selection processes fa i l  to screen out these types

of individuals. The second is that Theory “X” is true and the

highly defined and structured organizational policies and prac- V

tices have not allowed full realization of individual potential.

The author believes that both factors are complementary in pro—

&ucing an overall negative behavior pattern; however , he submits

that the latter factor is more relevant. Command elements tend

to view management in terms of disciplining for failure to

follow written procedures and practices , instead of reinforcing

efficient and effective performance.

According to Robert C. Miljus (1970:37), management prac-

titioners and behavioral researchers conclude that managers and

supervisors can no longer simply compel their subordinates to

perform in a desired manner and reap long-range benefits such

as retention. In the past, management has utilized authori-

tarian means to attain their objectives; however , changing

social values, more and better educational opportunities , and

a more receptive labor market have made negative motivational

methods obsolete.
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If the military organization is to remain an effec tive and

efficient operation, the management approach must be made more

flexible in order to deal with the better educated and more

independently minded workforce. Objectives and standards must

be maintained , but flexibility in procedures and methods must

be allowed.

If managers perceive the workforce in terms of Theory “X” ,

then their methods of management will be very structured and

limited in scope so as to exercise a high degree of control and

discipline. This method will generate little if any motivation

S to perform and could adversely affect mission accomplishment.

On the other hand, employment of Theory “Y” assumptions will

most likely stimulate motivation resulting in more innovation ,

grea ter resourcefulness, and more effective performance . A

Theory “Y” manager will most likely see his overall task as

being that of using his talents and position to create an envi-

ronment necessary for self—motivation and self-direction

(McGregor, 1969:11—12).

HUMAN NEEDS AND MOTIVATIONAL THEORY: BACKGROUND FOR JOB DESIGN

People come to an organization because they
expect it will satisfy some of their wants.
(Supplement to the Air Force Policy Letter
to Commanders , 1971:23)

Social scientists have long recognized that human needs

motivate human behavior (Porter , et al , 1975:40). Basic to the

understanding of human behavior within an organizational setting

is a knowledge of what an individual needs from that organization.

The traditiona l approach to describing huma n needs has been to S
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define them in terms of material incentives such as money and

better living and working conditions. Although these factors

have a place in the Air Force ’s effor t to motivate and retain

needed personnel, the answer lies primar ily in the promotion of

V 
human need ~.atisfaction that will contribute to job satisfaction,

and thus to satisfaction with an Air Force career. If the USAF

is to play an effec tive role as a need satisfier , it is para-

mount that supervisors at all levels understand the psychological

needs of the individual. This discussion will look at the full

range of individual needs--concentrating primarily on those which

supply psychological compensation . V

Maslow ’s Hierarchy and Motivatic~n-. McGregor and Argyris

explain differences in men in terms of behavioral characteristics

exhibited within the work area. Despite these widespread m di- V

vidual differences , men display certain common characteristic

needs. Because of these observable common factors in human be-

havior , many attempts have been made to identi fy  and classify

the needs which influence the level or intensity of individual

motivation to engage in some form of behavior (Porter , et al,

1975:42). The idea that needs motivate behavior suggests that

people are motivated when they are dissatisfied with their cur-

rent state of existence. That is, they are pushed to engage in

some form of behavior because of some felt deficiency .

The most universally accepted statement about the nature

and workings of human needs has been forwarded by Maslow.

According to Maslow ’s basic theory, people have five broad

classes of needs (listed hierarchically): (1) physiological ,
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including hunger and thirst; (2) safety , both physiological and

psychological; (3) social or love; (4) self—esteem ; and (5) self—
V 

actualization, or the need to fulfill oneself (Porter, et al,

1975:42-43). The latter four categories comprise man ’s psycho—

V social needs .

Maslow ’s primary contribution has been to establish a

“hierarchy of prepotency ” for these needs, implying that one

level of needs only becomes important after the levels beneath

it have been largely satisfied. Individuals are assumed to move

upward in the hierarchy as long as environmental factors do not

prevent him from satisfying lower-order needs (survival and

V physical safety). Failure to satisfy a dominant need can cause

anxiety and frustration which leads to defensive behavior often

S resulting in employee turnover (Katz, 1960:63).

Another important assumption of the theory suggests that

a satisfied need does not motivate (Porter, et al, 1975:43).

This statement should not be interpreted as meaning that the

more one has of something , the less he will be motivated to ob—

tam more of the item. It is only when total need satisfaction

is attained that motivation becomes a dormant factor (Cummings ,

1973:25). 
-

Within the Air Force , realignment of pay scales in recent
V 

years has essentially permitted all personnel to satisfy their

physiological needs. As a result of restructuring and stabi-

lizing of career fields and eligibility requirements, most per—

sonnel have been able to develop realistic security . Prime

emphasi.~ on value engineering and safety programs have virtually

30 
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made the Air Force a safe environment in which to work. As

such , organizational rewards such as money and the prospect of

increased job security (reinforcers which presumab .y satisfy

lower-order needs) most often do not motivate personnel to

greater organizational effort (Leadership in the Air Force, 1974:

3—9 and 3—10).

Although most people are able to ful fill their basic needs

of identi fying with the organization , the volumes of checklists,
V 

regulations, and policy procedures tend to stif le individual

innovation and motivation. McGregor states that most times man-

agement recognizes the importance of social needs but tends to

consider them a threat to the organiza tion. He states that

this remains so although studies have demonstrated that the

tightly knit cohesive work groups are usually more effective than 
-

an equal number of separate individuals in achieving organiz ational

goals. Because of management’s fear of group hostility to its

own objectives , it often goes to extremes to control and direct
V 

human e f fo r ts which are directly opposed to the natural group

V tendencies of human beings. The consequence is that man ’s social

V needs and perhaps his safety needs are thwarted , and he may be-

come resistant, antagonistic , and uncooperative toward organi-

zational objectives (McGregor, 1960:37—38). The only alterna-

tives are to be content with fulfillment of lower-order needs

or to seek outside involvement to f u l f i l l  their needs for

meaningful accomplishment. It is from this aspect that work

schedules could greatly influence need fulfillment and individ-

ual satisfaction.
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Maslow states that the need or desire for an objec-. ive
V 

eva luation of self , for self-respect, or self-esteem, and for

esteem of others exi sts in all people wi thin our society (with

V a few pathological exceptions) . These esteem needs can be
V divided into two subsets. The first of the subsets is the

desire for strength, for achievement , for adequacy , for mastery
V and competence , and for independence and freedom. The second

V subset is the desire for reputation or prestige (respect from

other people), status, recognition , attention , importance , and

appreciation . Satisfaction of these needs leads to feelings

of self-confidence, worth, capability, and of being useful and

necessary in the world . On the other hand , thwarting of these

needs produces feelings of inferiority, weakness , and of help-

lessness (Maslow , 1959:90—91). Within the hierarchy , the 
V

esteem needs are of the greatest significance to management,

but they are most rarely satisfied. McGregor infers that the

typical organization offers f ew opportuni ties, at lower levels,

for satisfaction of these esteem needs. He also states that
V 

the potential for fulfi l lment of these needs can exi st at this

level ; however , the organizational patterns and practices of

scientific management contribute much to the thwarting of

these esteem needs (McGregor , 1960:38).

The need for self— actualization is vague; however , it is

primarily viewed as the need to develop one ’ s fu l l  potential.

Thi s n~.ed is not readily apparent in most people because the

deprivation they experience with respect to lower—level needs
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diverts their energies into the struggle to satisfy those

needs , and self-actualization needs tend to remain dormant

(McGregor , 1960:39). Rigid organizational patterns, detailed

work instructions, and the routine nature of most jobs (as

currently designed) characterizes the maintenance technicians ’

environment as one where this need is not actively pursued.

If the Air Force is to attain new leveis of personnel

dedication , professionalism , productivity and job satisfaction,

avenues must be opened whereby individual motivation will be

stimulated and higher—order needs can be fulfilled . Argyris

( 1957:76) asserts “ that at all levels , particular ly the lower

ones , healthy individuals will tend to have their self—

actualization b locked or inhibited because of the demands of

the formal organization ”; however , changes wi thin the forma l

structure could provide for fulfillment of the four lower

categories of needs.

Presently , various Air Force organizations are initiating

programs under the general concept of job enrichment aimed at

motivating individuals through job satisfaction . Within the 
V

past two decades , many behavioral scientists and management

theorists have attempted to identify those work centered fac— 
V

tors which motivate people and lead to job satisfaction.

While no single theory to date fully describes this complex

psychological phenomenon , the most popularized and most in-

fluential theory regarding work redesign has been the Herzberg V

Two—Factor Theory of motivation and job satisfaction (Herzberg ,

et al, l~ 59:l3).
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Herzber g’s Motivation-Hygiene Theory. The classic approach

to motivation , prior to Herzberg ’s Two-Factor Theory, was concerned

primarily with the work environment. Herzberg asserts that this

factor is necessary , but it is not suff icient, within itself , for —

V effective motivation. A more important set of factors which a

manager must consider is the work itself (Herzberg , l959:40—45h.

In essence, the theory proposes that the “motivators ” , those

factors conducive to employee satisfaction , are intrinsic to the 
V

S work itself and to the rewards that flow directly from performance

V of that work. Furthermore, the most potent of these factors are

S those that fulfill higher—order needs by fostering a sense of per—

sonal growth and self—fulfillment (See Figure 1 for listing). Dis-

satisfaction, on the other hand, is seen as being caused by a sepa—

rate and distinct set of factors which are extrin sic to the work

itself (See Figure 1). These aspects of the work environment are

V called “hygiene” factors and are most in f luential in satisfying

an individual’ s lower—order needs.

Although a sense of satisfaction may be experienced through

a sense of achievement only , Herzberg concluded that higher—levels

of satisfaction are experienced when achievement is accompanied by

recognition. Recognition which produces good feelings about the

job does not necessarily have to come from supervisors. Recogni-

tion from peers , “customers ” , or subordinates may be as effective

as that from one ’s supervisor. “Where recognition and achievement

are viewed as leading to possible growth, the chances are two—to—

one that there will be increased positive feelings toward the job”

(Filley and House, 1969:363—364).
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FIGURE 1

V FACTORS AFFECTING JOB ATTI TUD ES 
V

Environment 1 Work Itself 2
V (Hygiene) (Motivators)

Organizational policies and Feeling of achievement
administration Pride in work accomplished

Supervisory style Recognition for accomplish— S
V Working conditions ment

Interpersonal relations Increased job responsibility
Money , status symbols, security Opportunity for growth and

deve lopment

1(Herzberg, 1968:53)
2(Hackman and Suttle , 1977:107)

The Motivation-Hygiene Theory asserts that job satisfaction

V (motivation) and dissatisfaction are dichotomous. The opposite

of job satisfaction is not job dissatisfaction , but, rather , no V

job satisfaction ; and similarly , the opposite of job dissatisfac-

tion is not job satisfaction , but no job dissatisfaction (Herzberg,

1959:60). The significance of the distinction between these two

characteristic states are related to levels of performance .

S Figure 2 shows that there is a neutral or zero point in perform—

ance levels when employees are nei ther satisf ied nor dissatisf ied

with their jobs. When an individual experiences this state, he

will perform at the minimal acceptable level necessary to main tain

his job and employment (Sanford , 1973:174).
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1FIGURE 2

Relative Effects of the Motivation—Hygiene Factors
on Satisfaction—Dissatisfaction and Performance

Dissatisfaction Satisfaction

-1 -1Acceptable
Low levels Performance High levels

of performance of performance

— Achievement*

— Recognition*

— Work itself*

— Responsibility*

— — Advancement* V

*Company policy —

and administration

*Superi,js ion—technical — —
*Salary —

*Interpersonal relations — —

*Working conditions —

1 (Sanford , 1973:179)

Job satisfaction and dissa tisfaction are pr imarily a f fected

V by d i f ferent sets of factors , and therefore , each has dif ferent

effects upon employee motivation and performance (see Figure 2).

The “hygiene” factors tend to affect dissatisfaction and perform-

ance below acceptable levels ; whereas , the “motiva tors ” tend to
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V affect job satisfaction, motivation , and performance above accept-

able levels (Sanford , 1973:174—175).

The Motivation—Hyg iene Theory does not necessarily imply

that motivating factors are more important than the hygiene fac-

tors; it merely implies that the two sets of factors affect moti-

vation and performance in different ways and to different degrees .

One must realize that the “hygiene ” factors are a priori in that

they must be adequately provided for before the satisfying factors

become effective determinants of job behavior. Unfortunately,

Herzberg contends, there is little effor t on th e p art of manage-

ment to focus on the higher order needs .

There has been and continues to be much criticism of

Herz berg’s theory with most of it centering around the research

methodology and the general validity of the theory (House and

Wigdor , 1967:372-375). First, Vroom hypothesizes that defensive

behaviors of the respondents condition the sources of satisfac-

tion and dissatisfaction (Vroom , 1964:12). That is , people may

be more likely to attribute the causes of satisfaction to their

own achievements and accomplishments on the job. On the other

hand , they may be more likely to attribute their dissatisfaction

not to personal inadequacies but to factors in the work environ-

ment. The second criticism is that the theory is a gross over-

simpl ification of the true nature of employee~motivation. Based

on their research , Dunnette , Campbell , and Hackel (1967:1.47)

conclude that motivator and hygiene factors serve both as

satisfiers and dissatisfiers.
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Although there are reservations about the universality of

Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory , there is consensus that the under-

lying tenets of the theory are basically valid (but not all in— V

clusive) and that the structuring of the job itself may hold the

key to worker satisfaction. Although the theory is essentially

unverified , the Air Force ’s position is that the Two-Factor Theory -

is a workable theory (New View, 1967) and is currently being

employed in numerous organizations . In the words of Evans (1970:

34), another critic of the theory , “ ... on the whole these sugges-

tions , provide useful guidelines for management action. Our

quarrel is not with these suggestions , but with the underlying

theoretical position , and the way in which it was derived.” H

Therefore , when app lying the theory , managers should realize tha t

the theory is not a “cure—all, do—all” approach to their motiva—

tional problems.

Based upon his dual-factor theory of motivation , Herzberg 
V

has postulated his prescription for a motivated work force. This

technique is termed job enrichment, and it will be discussed in

Chapter II I, “Job Redesign: The Application of Motivation

Theory ” . V

Vroom ’s “Expectancy Theory” Model of Motivation. Through-

out the past two decades, extensive research has been conducted

on organizational and job configuration in an attempt to stimu-

late productivity through worker motivation. Technological and 
V

physical environment factors have been identified as major

determinants of effective organiza tion and job design , and thus

they have received prime emphasis. However , recently the
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“social” or “human relations ” environment has been researched

in an effor t to establish the effect of management personnel

behavior on worker attitudes. These research findings have been

characterized by a series of shortfal ls  since they are based on

the assumption that all people reac t and behave in a common char-

acteristic way. From the standpoint of individual satisfaction ,

researchers are finding that not all people view rewards in the S

same manner , and that people react to stimuli differently based

on their individual preference ordering. Victor H. Vroom has

done extensive research on the motivational and need dimens ions

resulting from individual differences, and he has forwarded the

most commonly accepted model of individual motivation (Davis ,

1972:60). Vroom ’s theory is basically ahistorical in form; how-

ever , it parallels the earlier work of Lewin (1938) and Tolman

(1930’s) (Porter , et al, 1975:56).

Vroom ’s theory links motivation to the perceived desirability

of various outcomes ; the probability of these outcomes occurring ,

as perceived by the individual; and the individual’ s perception

of his ability to influence the outcomes. That is, an individual

exhibits preferences among the various outcomes which can be

influenced by his own actions , and that individual motivational

level is a function of both how much persor~al value an outcome

holds and the degree to which the individual feels that he can

influence that particular outcome (Vroom , 1964:15—16). The

motivational relationship is expressed as :

Valence X Expectancy = Motivation
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Valence, the anticipated satisfaction, can be defined as the rela-

tive strength of individual preference for a given ou tcome when

grouped with all possible outcomes. Expectancy , the perceived

probability, is a measure of belief tha t a pref erred outcome will

result from a chosen action. These two factors determine the rate

of response to engage in a given behavior (Davis, 1972:60).

Vroom points out that it is necessary that the valence of an

outcome to a person not be confused with the value of an outcome

to that person. “An individual may desire an object but derive

little satisfaction from its attainment——or he may strive to avoid

an object which he later f inds to be quite satisfying . At any

time there may be a substantial discrepancy between the anticipated

satisfaction from an outcome (i.e., its valence) and the actual

satisfaction that it provides (i.e., its value).” (Vroom , 1964:15).

At f i rst observation , the relationship between preference

patterns , value judgements, and behavior patterns appears very

simple. To better understand the interrelationships, it is neces-

sary to consider the concept of “instrumentality ” , the belief that V

a particular initial outcome will or will not be followed by some V

second level outcome - That is, the thought of valence applies to

both the first and the second level outcomes. V

Expectancy is an action—outcome relationship (a probability) - -

ranging from a zero measure indicating that there is no perceived

outcome for a given action to a value of one indicating that there

is a perceived outcome associated wi th a given action. Instru-

mentality,  on the other hand , is an outcome—outcome relationship V

(a correlation). Instr umentality can take on ei ther positive or
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negative values ranging from minus one (-1), indicating a belief

that only the second level outcome is for certain , to plus one

(÷1), indicating that both first and second level outcomes are

possible and that attainment of the first level outcome is a

necessary and sufficient condition for the second level outcome

to occur (Vroom , 1964:15-18). Vroom ’s construct provided the basic

structure for Tuttle and Hazel’s work on job satisfaction . Tuttle

and Hazel (1973:16) define job satisfaction in terms of valence

within the job and equal to the sum of all possible second level

outcomes experienced in a job times the instrumentality for each

V 
individual outcome. That is, job satisfaction is a function of

all perceived job outcomes, good or bad , and the satisfaction

expected from each of the possible outcomes.

Vroom ’s motivational model (Figure 3) shows the relationship 
V

between the basic theory concepts and the feeling of satisfaction

within the worker. Work and work environment factors which are

V conducive to individual need fulfillment , complemented by congru-

ency between worker actions and outcomes , fosters motivation which

leads to a particular action. Theoretically, this action is di-

rected to satisfying goals which in turn provide individual satis-

faction.
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1FIGURE 3
V 

A Diagram of Vroom ’s Motivational Model

VALENCE X EXPECTANCY

I~
.

V MOTIVATION

ACT~ON

GOAL ATTAINMENT

SATISFACTION

‘(Davis, 1972:61)

Based on the model, there are two ways that peop le can be

motivated. First, the positive value of the outcomes (valence )

may be strengthened through better communication about the “true” - 
V

value of the outcomes or by actually increasing the outputs as a

result of increasing individual rewards . Second , it is necessary

V that the outcome be made more highly correlated with the work

activities. Either the actual probability of expected outcomes

must be increased or, in the absence of knowledge of the actual

outcome, communication (i.e., feedback) must be improved (Davis, S

1972:60).

Vroom ’s model is not a behavioral theory but one of moti-

vation only . Motivation will not enhance performance if ability

or role perceptions are inaccurate. What Vroom’s model ~~~~ is,

it explains how goals influence effort.
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SUMMARY

This chapter has provided an examina tion of the interrela-

tionships between man , work , and motiva tion that may lead to a

job satisfied individual. These concepts illustrate the nature

of man and provide an insight into how he may be motivated by

and within the work environment. Man has insatiable needs , and

he will continually use his energy to satisfy these needs. Needs

interact with the environment to produce on-the-job wants which

both management and workers try to sa tisfy . Incongruency in

organizational goals and worker needs greatly influence on—the-

job performance. These wants vary from time to time , and an

employee effec tively “satisfies ” them according to his perceptions

of reality rather than maximizing them . If the individual aspi-

rations are to be maximized , the tangible ou tcomes must coincide

with the perceived outcomes , not only in content but also in prob-

ability of occurrence. Furthermore , these wants are given di-

rection and stimulus by the motivational and hygiene fac tors

existing within the work environment.

The Motivation-Hygiene concept has demonstrated that those

things which cause dissatisfaction , when eliminated , do not sig—

nif icantly enhance job satisfaction , bu t rather only achieve the

absence of dissatisfaction . Therefore , to improve the work

env ironment and to enhance individual satisfaction , pr imary

attention must be given to the “motivators ” . Although there

are reservations abou t the un ivarsality of Herzber g ’s motiva-

tional concept , there is a con sensus that structur ing of the

job itself , based on the division of satisfaction/dissatisfaction

fac tors , may hold the key to worker satisfaction.
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Finally, it is evident that a supervisor manages his people

based on the way he perceives the nature of man. As a super-

visor , it is important to realize this phenomenon and discipline

one ’s self accordingly.
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V III. JOB REDESIGN: THE APPLICATION OF MOTIVATION THEORY

S The greatest motivation is achieved when the employee
perceives his work and output as having meaning, worth ,

V dignity , and status.
(Leon C. Megginson) (Sanford , 1973:381)

The employee must be provided more “power” over his
own work environment and therefore he must be given
responsibility,  authority, and increased control over
the decision making that affects his immediate work
environment. (Argyris , 1972:70).

One element of industrial or service life that persists as

a major concern for management is the attention to productivity.

S No matter what “state” an organization is in, management contin-

ually tries to draw a better return on its capital investments .

When viewed in terms of the human portion of the organization ’s

capital , management is faced with an ever constant problem , that

of employee motivation.

At the worker level , productivity difficulties have been

attributed to the practice of maximizing task specialization ,

that is, attaining efficiency through the establishment of frac-

tionalized , repetitious, and programmed jobs. This type of job

design leads to dissatisfaction with the work performed and , by

and large, instills within the worker a just-get-by attitude

(Gallagher and Einhorn , 1976:358).

Recognition of these motivational problems in the late 1940’s

led managemen t away from specialization and an industr ial engi-

neering (time and motion) focus on job design toward an employ-

ment philosophy designed to elicit intrinsic rewards (i.e.,

feelings of self worth, accomplishment, and satisfaction) from
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V the work e f fo r t .  The new work-motivation viewpoint is manifested

in job redesign efforts commonly labeled as job enlargement: and

job enrichment.

This chapter describes these major job design approaches,

V specifically those forwarded by Herzberg and Hackman, et al,

examines the motivational assumptions upon which these concepts

are based, and describes the processes involved in applying each

technique. Additionally, the implica tions of both theory and

practice which aid decisions of whether or not to implement a

job design program are discussed.

V 

JOB DESIGN: AN OVERVIEW

Job design is defined as “the specification of the contents,

methods, and relationships of jobs in order to satisfy techno-

logical and organizational requirements as well as the social

and personal requirements of the job holders” (Rush, 1971:5).

Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, management

theory centered almost exclusively on the technological and or-
V 

ganizational requirements of business. However , the Hawthorne

studies begun in 1927 were instrumental in shifting the emphasis
V 

toward research into the worker ’s social and ego—related needs

and to how the job environment can fulfill these needs.

This research has led to the evolution of two major types

of job design efforts both aimed at engaging the motivational

forces of workers’ egoistic needs through the establishment of

job characteristics which enhance intrinsic rewards. The first

category involves job enlargement, job extension, and job rotation .

V 
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This design concentrates upon increasing employee motivation by

adding variety in tasks whereby related types of activities are

added to a central task (also common ly known as “horizontal

loading”).
V 

Closely related to the enlargement approach is job rotation.

This concept is designed to give a worker a broader perspective

of his activities in the overall operation and entails rotating

an employee through a series of supporting jobs centered around

a core job. The intended effect of this concept as with job

enlargement, is to enhance worker motivation by eliciting greater

intrinsic awards through a more varied and supposedly more inter-

esting job (Rush, 1971:13).

The second type job design , job enrichment, is aimed at

enhancing worker motivation by “ . . .giving the worker more of a
say about what he is doing, inc luding more responsibility for

deciding how to proceed, more responsibility for setting goals,

and more responsibility for the excellence of the completed prod-
V 

uct” (Gooding , 1970:162). The intended motivational method is

to have the employee assume more of the planning and evaluation

aspects of his job. These types of activities raise the level

of difficulty and complexity of the job thereby providing chal

lenge and growth potential; dimensions which are highly correlated

with satisfaction of higher order needs and worker productivity .

Although both job design concepts may enhance individual

motivation, the author concludes that the concept of job enrich-

ment is more inclusive in that it provides methods whereby higher
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order needs can be fu l f i l led  while also attaining the objectives V

of job enlargement and job rotation concepts. Therefore, the

discussion of job design theory is limited to job enrichment V

concepts.

PROPOSED BENEFITS OF JOB ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS

Applying job enrichment is basically the process of providing 
V

supplementary motivational aspects to a job in order to make the

work meaningful. Rather than merely increasing the size of the

job, job enrichment increases the scope and complexity by offering

greater responsibility and challenge, and the opportun ity for S

growth and achievement. The primary benefit which management

hopes to achieve through job enrichment is increased employee V

motivation which in turn will increase the individual’s produc-

tivity , satisfaction , and commitment to his job.

Job enrichment can also help bring the job up to the level

of challenge commensurate with the skill that was hired. One of

the most frequent worker complaints is that they are not being

used to their full potential (Sheppard and Herrick , 1972:192).

Also, by enhancing the employee’s capabilities and increasing

the scope of his responsibility, the supervisor is released from

many of the tasks which are not directly related to his role as

supervisor. Job enrichment is most applicable at the lower—level

jobs; however, introduction of such a program will most likely

set off a chain reaction which would easily result in enrichment

of supervisory jobs, thereby releasing them so that they can

devote their time to matters of greater importance to the or-

gani zation.
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An effective job enrichment program may also be a key factor V

in helping solve the personnel retention problem. Studies on

worker motivation consistently indicate that personnel turnover

is inversely related to the amount of job satisfaction experienced.

The Air Force study, New View (1967:141) , showed that personnel

V 
working in jobs characterized by only a few active motivational

factors are much more likely to have unfavorable career intentions

than people in jobs where the motivational factors are actively

employed.

Unlike many of the areas of human relations in which research

and managerial practice have not developed specific methods and

techniques for applying the theory, somewhat systematic approaches

to the practical application of motivation theory have been de-

veloped. These job enriching techniques are manifested in three 
-

basic guidelines for redesigning jobs. 
V

BASIC GUi DELINES FOR ENRICHING JOBS

Dr. Herzberg, and other theorists, have validated three basic V

guidelines for enriching jobs so that they provide motivation and

encourage top performance. These three guidelines, as enumerated

by H. Robert Sharbaugh, President of the Sun Oil Company (1971:

415), are summarized below .

First, the theorists have established that workers are moti-

vated by jobs that provide challenge , growth , advancement, and

the opportunity to achieve. Therefore, if a worker is to become

motivated , the job should be designed such that the individual is

permitted to make maximum use of his skills and talents. The worker

should be given a module of work which has built-in personal
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V responsibility. The individual should be given the opportunity

to participate in decisions about how the work will be done, and
V 

he should be provided with immediate feedback on how the work is

progressing. Finally, each job should be designed so that the

individual may become more involved as his skills develop.

Second, research has shown that the need to participate is

a basic drive in man (Davis, 1967:615); therefore, workers are

more receptive to proposed change if they are involved in the

design process from the beginning. Basically, people want to

participate because when they do, it involves their whole being,

thus giving a dimension of meaningfulness to their work. Work

which is only responsive in nature leads to boredom and low moti-

vation (Hulin and Blood, 1968:42).

Finally , authoritarian supervision stifles creativity and V

the feeling of responsibility. As noted by Renis Likert (1967:

367), permissive supervision tends to be associated with higher

productivity while close supervision is associated with lower

productivity. To quote Dr. Herzberg (1959:74), “As managers, we

start having positive control of the job only when we stop con— V

centrating on trying to control people ” . The key to a highly

motivated workfor~e is effective communication and an atmosphere

of mutual trust; not pressure to work harder , toe the line, and

obey the rules and regulations.

Using these guidelines as a framework , two conceptual

approaches to work redesign that attempts to specify the con-

ditions under which positive work motivation can be generated

and maintained have been developed. These approaches are
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applications of Herzberg ’s orthodox job enrichment model based

S on his Motivation—Hygiene Theory and Hackman and Oldham ’s job

characteristic model based on their core job dimension theory.

HERZBERG’S JOB ENRICHMENT MODEL

The Motivation-Hygiene Theory, previously discussed , estab-

lished the theoretical foundation upon ~h±ch Herzberg constructed

his orthodox job enrichment technique. The key element upon which

the technique was built was acceptance of the “motivation through 
V

the work itself concept” . That is , scientif ic application of job

enrichment involves an in—depth analysis of the job content dimen—

sions. More specifically , Herzberg contends that any attempt to

apply job enrichment principles must focus upon the motivational

aspects associated with the work itsel . (See Chapter II, page

V 

35. Ford (1971:212) summarized the “work itself” concept as an 
V V

“ ...attempt to help a family of supervisors systematically re-

structure a job (work itself) to allow the employee opportunity

for maximum motivation and involvement in his work” . Herzberg ’s S

approach to job restructuring was to change the basic nature of

the work that the individual performs in order to make simple,

meaningless work more rewarding and satisfying (Sanford , 1973:

396). Herzberg ’s techn ique of job restructur ing does not deny

the potential benefits of specialization, it onl y points out that

“as jobs become more and more specialized and fr agmented , they

require less and less of individuals ’ total abilitie~ , and it

becomes harder and harder for workers to see any intrinsic meaning

V 
and value in their work” (Sanford , 1973:386). Therefore , the best 

V
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approach to better performance is motivation through job restruc-

turing so that the jobs require greater ability and skill and are,

therefore, more meaningful.

Dr. Herzberg (1974:71) has suggested several ingredients that

help to enhance motivation and job satisfaction. These factors S

are direct feedback, a client relationship, a learning function , -

individual opportunity to schedule and evaluate his own work,

direct communication , and personal responsibility .

These factors were designed into a “vertical job loading”

job design concept forwarded by Herzberg in 1968. This vertical H

loading gives the worker access to some of the motivating elements

that allow him to perpetuate his motivation from accomplishment

of the task itself. This concept can be summarized into three

broad principles.

1. Create a meaningful slice of work for each worker .
Avoid excessive fragmentation of work by structuring jobs so
that each worker is given a natural grouping of tasks that he
will perceive as a whole, complete function.

2. Remove some control but increase the accountability of
individuals for their own work. Recognize good work through
performance feedback and identify deficiencies directly to the
responsible individual and make him accountable for corrective
action. Reward good performance with additional responsibility
and more job freedom.

3. Assign tasks commensurate with employee development and
encourage professionalism in specific areas of interest and apti-
tude. That is , allow and encourage advancement within a given
job and within a given profession (Herzberg, 1968:59—61) .

Herzberg was also instrumental in providing a basic pattern

to be followed in implementing job restructuring. Although the

actual step—by—step procedure is not rigid , any job enrichment

program should consider at least the following steps (Herzberg,

1968:61—62).
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1. Set up a controlled experiment in the initial stages of
job enrichment. This involves identifying two equivalent control
groups--one which will experience no change in job structure
(criterion for evaluation) and the other which will experience
systematic introduction of motivators over a period of time.
Hygiene factors should be allowed to follow their natural course
for each group. Pre— and post-testing should be limited to
“motivator items ” so that the results will not be contaminated
by hygiene induced feelings of the workers.

2. Jobs should be selected in which (a) investment in V

engineering and technology will not make job changes too expensive ,
(b) poor attitudes and performance exists, and (c) motivation has 

V

the potential of making a difference in performance. Once identi-
f ied, suppress the feeling that the content of the job is sacro-
sanct. Approach the job with the conviction that it can be
changed.

3. Use first and second level management to brainstorm a
list of possible changes which may enrich the job. This should
be accomplished without regard for proposed change practicality .

4. Screen the list of proposed changes eliminating those that
(a) involve hygiene factors , (b) portray glittering generalities
such as “give them authority commensurate with responsibility ” , or
result in horizontal loading .

5. “Avoid direct participation by the employees whose jobs
are going to be enriched.” Herzberg warns that this participation
gives only “a sense of making a con tr ibution ” and that their V

direct involvement, although a valuable source for recommended
change, “contaminates the process wi th human relations hygiene. . .“
Herzberg contends that it is the job content which “will produce
the motivation, not attitudes about being involved or the chal-
lenge inherent in setting up the job” (Herzberg, 1968:62).l

The principles of job enrichment stated here are not neces-

sarily all the applicable principles nor is the listing of steps

toward job enrichment all—inclusive; however , they are some of the

more important ones. For a more comprehensive explanation of the S

principles and the process, one is referred to The Motivation To

Work by Frederick Herzberg , 1959.

1The author believes that the restricted participation of em—
ployees at this stage of job restructuring indicates that Herzberg ’s
approach tends to be method bound. Although this approach may be
valid in some situations , reported benefits from employee partici- V

pation throughout the enrichment process are widely documented.
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Managers are cautioned that although the principles pre-

sented by Herzberg are closely related , not all of them are

complementary. There are probably very few cases where all the

principles can be applied. On the other hand, there are very few

jobs to which none of the principles apply. The question is not

V really whether the principles apply to a specific situation or

not; the question is which principles will provide the greatest

motivation with the least amount of difficulty (Sanford, 1973:389).
V 

“...What the Herzberg theory does, and does well, is point

attention directly to the enormous significance of the work itself

as a factor in the ultimate motivation and satisfaction of employ-

ees. And because the message of the theory is simple, persuasive,

and directly relevant to the design and evaluation of actual or-

ganizational changes, the theory continues to be widely known and

generally used by managers of organiza tions in this country ”

(Hackman and Suttle, 1977:108).

Despite their considerable merit, Herzberg ’s Motivation—

Hygiene Theory and approach to job enrichment fails to consider

the objective characteristics of the particular job and the dif-

ferences in how responsive people are likely to be to enriched V

jobs (Hackman and Suttle, 1977:108-109). Herzberg ’s failure to

operationally define the motivating factors leads to difficulties

in using the theory to plan and implement actual changes in jobs.

That is, the significance level of the motivational factors is

so dependent on the dynamics of the organizational setting that

it is impossible to systematically diagnose the status of jobs

prior to change or to measure the effects of job enrichment

after the change. V
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Additionally, Herzberg ’s approach to job design was based

on the assumption that the motivating factors had the potential

to increase the work motivation of all employees. Research by

Kaplan , Tansky , and Bolavia (1969) substantiated the fact that

lack of concern for the individual differences in a major weak-

ness of job enrichment on the basis that it did not address itself

to “ ...differential interpretation which workers may attach to

particular job situations , the varying degrees and aspirations

of different levels of workers, differences in values among

V workers, and differing degrees to which jobs lend themselves to

enrichment programs” (Kaplan, et al, 1969:793). They go further

in their criticism and say that application of job enrichment

without regard for these possible differences among workers may

in fact alienate the group of workers that it was intended to moti-

vate. The criticism is not aimed at discounting the validity of

the approach; it only indicates that the approach is not all-

inclusive in its treatment of motivation and job design theory.

The model has been and is presently being successfully employed

in many organizations . Although the technique has its limitations ,

it provides a good “first—cut” attempt at enhancing motivation

and productivity . V

In 1974, a job design model was proposed by Hackman and S

Oldham which examines how job characteristics and individual

differences interact to affect the satisfaction , motivation , and

productivity of individuals at work (Hackman and Oldham , 1974b:

8). The model builds on and complements the previous work of
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Herzberg, but for the first time it provides a set of tools for

diagnosing existing jobs and establishes a procedure for trans-

lating the results into specific steps for change .

HACKNAN AND OLDHAM’S JOB CHARACTERISTIC MODEL

The basic job design model proposed by Hackman and Oldham

is shown in Figure 4. The model proposes that five core job

dimensions create three critical psychological states which in

turn satisfy different individual and organizational objectives.

The effectiveness and efficiency of the model is moderated by

individual growth need strength (Hackman and Oldham , 1974b:7 ,8).

Professor Hackman and his associates at Yale University

(Hackman and Oldham , et al, 1974b:2) have identified three

psychological states which are critical in determining personal

motivation and job satisfaction . These states are : (1) expe-

rienced meaningfulness , which deals with perceiving the job as

worthwhile; (2) experienced responsibility , which fixes per-

sonal accountability for work outcomes; and (3) knowledge of

results or a determination that work outcomes are satisfactory.

When these states are present within an individual , he tends to

display good feelings about himself which in turn encourages him

to continue to improve his level of performance so that he will

earn more positive feelings. This condition is commonly refer-

red to as “internal motivation ” because the positive internal

feelings generated by doing well provide the motivation to work

effectively. “The net result is a self—perpetuating cycle of
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positive work motivation powered by self-generated rewards ”

(E{ackman and Suttle , 1977:130). This cycle continues until

one or mor e of the psychological states ceases to exist at which

time there is a drastic drop in motivation (Hackman and Oldham ,

l974b:3)

The theory proposes that the three critical psychological

states are enhance by the presence of five job characteristics.

These “core ” job dimensions are the factors used to objectively

measure jobs, and they are also the basic change elements employed

to improve the motivating potential of jobs. (See Appendix “B ” .

“Scoring Key for the Short Form of the Job Diagnostic Survey” ,

for core job dimension definitions.) Skill variety , task iden-

tity , and task significance primarily enhance experienced meaning-

fulness of the work . Each of these job characteristics is an

avenue to the given psychological state , experienced meaningful-

ness. Hackman and Oldham (l974b:5) propose that the worker may

still find the job meaningful as long as the three dimensions are

at least satisfied to some degree . If the job is high in all

three dimensions , the worker will most likely perceive the job

as very meaningful. -

A job high in autonomy is instrumental in increasing expe-

rienced responsibility . That is, individuals will feel strong

personal responsibility for the successes and fai lures that

occur on the job only to the extent that there is high autonomy .

If autonomy is low, workers will have a strong tendency to rely

L~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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on his supervisor for instructions or rely heavily on job pro—

cedure manuals for instruction (Hackman and Oldham , l974b:15).

V Knowledge of results is enhanced when a job is high on feed-

back. Although useful feedback can come from co—workers or any

level of management, the most powerful feedback is that which

V emanates from the work itself. Effective feedback is fostered

by giving a worker accountability as well as holding him respon-

sible tor the work (Hackman and Oldham, 1974b:5).

The theory diagrammed in Figure 4 proposes that all core job

dimensions , through the three critical psychological states, col-

lectively produce the depicted individual and work outcomes. Fol-

lowing this theory , it is possible to combine the five core job

characteristic scores into a single index which reflects the overall

potential of the job to prompt internal work motivation within the

workers. Arithmetically, the score is the product sum of the crit-

ical psychological state3 (Hackman and Oldham , 1974b:6).

(Skill Task Task
S Variety + Identity + Signi f icance)

MPS = 3 X Autonomy X Feedback

Examination of the formula shows that autonomy and job feedback

core dimensions are most significant in eliciting positive work

motivation . In cases where only one dimension leading to expe—

rienced meaningfulness  is present, there is still a high probabil— 
-

ity that positive work motivation will be present.

Although the motivating potential of a job may be high , not

everyone can become internally motivated in his work . Hackman,

et al, cautions that the theory will not “work”  with equal
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effectiveness for all individuals. The degree to which positive

work motivation may be solicited from an employee depends upon

his psychological needs. Hackman , et al , propose that indivivual

growth needs have the power to moderate the relationship between

the characteristics of jobs and the work outcomes as depicted in

Figure 5. Workers who exhibit high growth needs will become

“turned—on ” to jobs which rate high on the core dimesnsions ; how-

ever , workers who do not value personal growth and accomplishment

may find such a job aniety arousing and too demanding (Hackman

and Oldham , 1974b:6).

Unquestionably, everyone exhibits some level of need to grow

and develop; however, ‘ . . .unless that spark is pretty strong ,

S chances are it will get snuffed out by one ’s experience in typical

organ iza tions ” (Hackman and Oldham , 1974b:6). That is, senior 
V

employees may find it difficult or impossible to become motivated

when given the opportunity .

Hackman , et al , propose that such cases are the results of the

organizational structure and/or policies , and therefore that the

organizations are liable for actions designed to eliminate this

effect. Their suggestion for eliminating this inability is to

place the worker in a job where he is “stretched beyond his reach”

in an effort to rekindle the fire for the good of the individual

and the organization .

Many job enrichment program failures are directly attrib-

utable to inadequate diagnosis of the target job and worker

reaction to it (Hackman and Oldham , l974b:7). Job enrichment

is oftentimes viewed as the panacea for all behavioral problems,
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and therefore prime emphasis is placed on implementing the

technique even though little or no diagnostic activity has

S been performed . Without concrete information about wha t as-

pects of the job require change, the program may be doomed to

failure. Based on the job characteristic theory, Hackman and

Oldhaxn were instrumental in adding a new dimension to the job

enrichment theory proposed by Herzberg. Basically , the tech-

nique involved use of a well structured diagnostic tool for

identifying aspects of specific jobs which are most critical to

a successful change attempt. (See Chapter IV , “Methodology ” for

a discussion of the diagnostic instrument and its use.) Addi-

tionally , they propose more specific guidance for implementing

the proposed changes. The diagnostic instrument (Job Diagnostic

Survey , JDS) ties the proposed “implementing concepts” directly

with the core job dimensions which are most likely to have the

greatest impact in a particular situation. Figure 6 illustrates

Hackman and Oldham ’s theory of job enrichment. It depicts the V

relationship between the proposed “implementing concepts” and

the resulting personal and work outcomes.

Hackman and Oldham ’s Principles for Enriching Jobs

Job diagnostic activities consist of utilizing the JDS

(Job Diagnostic Survey) to obtain objective measurements for

each of the core job dimensions and evaluating them using base-

line data for the related task group. Two baseline data files

which may be used for a comparative analysis are Hackman and

Oldham ’s compilation of mean and stan dard deviations of the
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JDS scales obtained from a cross-section of jobs (see Appendix D,

“Means and Variances of JDS Scores”) and the Equal Employment

V Opportunity Commission ’s (EEOC) compilation of means and standard

deviations for various job categories (see Appendix E, “Means of

Job Dimensions by Equal Employment Commission (EEOC) Categories”).

Since no baseline data has been documented for Air Force mainte-

nance personnel, any recommendations regarding the need for (and

nature of) job enrichment strategies stem from the author ’s sub-

jective evaluation of the mean scores for the core job dimens ions

measured by the JDS. Once a core dimension is identified as re-

quiring remedial attention , reference to Figure 6 (Hackman and

V Oldinan ’s job enrichment model) enables the change agent to identify

those “implementing concepts” which could lead to improvements in

each aspect of the work , and thus to an increase in the motivating

poter~tia1 of the job as a whole. The five principles which Hackman ,

et al , propose for enriching jobs are (1) forming natural work

V units, (2) combining tasks, (3) establishing client relationships ,

V (4) vertical loading, and (5) opening feedback channels (Hackman

and Suttle, l977:13E—l40) .

Forming Natural Work Units. When designing any job , special

consideration should be given to the idea of work distribution

(work scheduling). If the organization is to operate in an effec-

tive and efficient manner , consideration should not be limited to

V the scientific and technical aspects , but it should be extended to

include job—holder satisfaction and motivation. That is, deci-

sions about work distribution should consider employee needs for

personal ly meaningful work.
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Random assignment of tasks to a specialist results in worker

V inability to identify with the given “piece” of work or the bene—

V f i ting agency, and therefore no feeling of accountability is

experienced by the worker. On the other hand, a feeling of “owner-

ship ” and meaningfulness of the work is fostered by creating nat-

ural work units. A preliminary step in creating na tural work

units is identification of the basic work items. Once identified ,

these items are grouped into natural and meaningful categories.

In the case of the maintenance crew chief, he might be assigned

continuing responsibility for all relevant maintenance performed

on a given airc .aft. However, such procedures do not negate the

requirement to ~i.~.stribute the workload equitably. The crux of

the approach is that it entails dovetailing task assignment pro-

cedures so that an emp loyee ’s work results in an identifiable

and meaningful whole.

The ownership fostered by the “natural units of work” con-

cept can instill within the worker a feeling of meaningfulness

and reward rather than a feeling of irrelevance and boredom. The

opportuni ty to perform a job in its entirety directly enhances

skill variety and task identity. Ownership of “a larger piece of

the pie” will foster a greater sense of how significant the given V

work really is (i.e., task significance) (Hack.man, et al, 1975:

63) .

Combining Tasks. Fractionalization of jobs, such as

assembly—line work , is commonly justified by its eff iciency in

terms of direct production costs; however, this type of job 
V
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structuring can lead to hidden costs such as high absenteeism ,

high turnover, and extra supervisory requirements. One possible

method for improving an organization’s cost—effectiveness is

that of combining related tasks. The principle of combining

tasks involves putting existing and fractionalized tasks together

to form new, larger modules of work.

In some cases , a job made meaningful  will involve such a

large module of work that an individual can not do all the work

by himself. In such circumstances, consideration should be given

to aggregating the tasks into the new, larger task and assigning

it to a small team of workers , who are given great autonomy for

its efficient completion . A team approach such as a squadron

maintenance concept is an example of the appiication of this

principle. 
V

Combining tasks enhances experienced meaningfulness of the

work by expanding the task identity characteristics of the job.

Here , a maintenance worker or maintenance team can identify with 
V

an end product, an operationally ready aircraft, rather than seeing 
V

his job only as a “means of attaining the end product” . Addi-

tionally, the larger number of tasks that are combined into a

worker ’s job, the greater the variety of skills the worker must

exercise in performing the task. Therefore, task combination

also leads to greater experienced meaningfulness by expanding

the skill variety core dimension (Hackman , et al , 1975:63—64).

Establishing Client Relationships. Traditional management

principles virtually eliminated the opportunity for the worker

to consider or contact the ultimate ser of tne products of the
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V workers labors. However , “modern ” management techniques provide

V for and encourage workers to establish direct relationships with

their “customers ” . This action can simultaneously improve jobs

in three ways. The activities required to develop and maintain

a personal relationship enhances skill variety because ~t is nec-

essary to utilize an entirely new set of skills, i.e., inter-

personal and management skills. Feedback increases because the

worker has a greater opportunity to receive direct praise or

criticism of his work outputs. Most often , this feedback will

be more favorably accepted if received directly than if contin-

ually received through one ’s supervisor. In the case of the air-

craf t maintenance technician , the aircrews should be the other

significant “party” in the worker-user relationship . Autonomy

can increase; however, only to the degree to which the workers 
V

are given direct responsibility for managing the relationship

with the “product” user (Hackman and Suttle, 1977:138).

Vertical Loading. Vertical loading is a reverse application

of specialization that attempts to make motivation inherent in

work by closing the gap between the performance and planning,

controlling functions within an organization. That is, an

attempt is made to make the work more meaningful by giving the

workers some of the responsibilities and controls that were for-

merly reserved for management personnel. Some vertical loading

strategies are:
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1. Remove some of the day—to-day control over individuals.
This process may entail giving the worker greater discretion in
setting work schedules , deciding on work methods , and performing
evaluation on personal work.

2. Increase personal authority and accountability. By
allowing workers to deviate from formal authority lines , the work
schedules may be shortened and the increase in authority and
accountability wil l increase employee ’s responsibility and pro-
vide recognition for their abilities.

3. Allow individuals to become specialists. Specialization
in a particular task is not to be confused with specialization
that results in the performance of minute parts of tasks . This
technique involves specialization in terms of natural units of
ability rather than specialization in terms of simple parts of
complex tasks.

V 
The ultimate result of vertical loading is increased internal moti-

vation brought about through increased feelings of responsibility

and accountability (Hackman and Suttle , 1977:138-139 ; Hackman ,

et al, 1975:64—65) .

Opening Feedback Channels. Among the various sources of per- V 

V

formance appraisal information , the most informative and beneficial V

source is from the job itself. Specific advantages of job-provided V

feedback are (1) it is immediate and private , (2) it is non—

V threatening in that it eliminates the probability of experiencing

interpersonal “clashes” when the worker is directly confronted by

his supervisor, and (3) it increases the worker ’s feelings of per-

sonal control over his own work.

Although there is no universal method for providing feed-

back , there are some general strategies which enhance feedback

mechanisms so that the worker is not isolated from naturally

occurring data about his performance. Hackman and Oldham iden-

tify some ways in which existing management systems may be modi-

fied whereby “natural” feedback is made available to the worker.
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Some of these methods are :
V 1. Applic~’tion of the design principles of establishing

client relationships helps break down the barrier between the

worker and na tural external sources of appraisal or cri ticism

of his work.

2. By making quality control functions part of the worker ’s

daily activities , the quality and quantity of data about his per-

formance will foster a tendency for the worker to think quality

rather than considering it as “someone else’s business” .

3. Within a formal organization , the traditional approach

to performance appraisal dictates that the evaluation reports be

kept by a superv isor and coor dinated upward in the hierarchial

chain . Many times , this information is either withheld from the

organizations members or communicated to them in the form of

“blanket” statements and the responsible worker is not provided

definitive feedback on his performance. Many times , feedback on

performance is also denied when supervisors covertly perform cor-

rective action. Such practices deny the very information that

could enhance individual internal work motivation and technical

adequacy . One way of providing the feedback necessary to foster

motivation and worker capability is to conduct performance reviews

with each worker on a more frequently scheduled basis than the

annual review cycle. No feedback throughout the review period

coupled with an unfavorable report at the end will tend to alien-

ate a worker. Timely, objective feedback , based on well-known

performance standards , when properly communicated can be a very

effective motivator to improve performance (Hackman , et al,

1975:65—66).
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The principles for redesigning jobs as proposed by Hackman,

et al , are not exhaus~
4
~~~; however , they are perceived as cover-

ing the most important ones. The significance of the principles

listec~ is that they can be directly related to a specific aspect

of the job so that a major restructuring program does not have

to be undertaken in order to improve motivation , satisfaction ,

and performance. Job diagnostic efforts can be effective in

determining and limiting the extent of the restructuring program S

(based on the motivational model presented). Other strategies

for enriching jobs, although very simi lar to the job character-

istic model approach, can be found in the work of Ford (1969),

Glaser (1975), and Katzell and Yankelovich (1975) (Hackinan and V

Suttle, 1977:140).

IMPLICATIONS FOR DECISION MAKING 
V

A review of the applications of job enrichment in indus try

indicates that job enrichment programs have achiev’~d varying

levels of success. No specific reason can be universally iden— V

tified as the single “causitive” factor ; however . most failures

(partial or total) have resulted from poorl:V structured change

programs stemming from inadequate diagnostic efforts or from

disenchantment with the overall program because it lid not serve

as a panacea for all of managements ’ behavioral problems . Before

any decision is made to implement a job enrichment program, the

manager must be aware of some of the implications accompanying

such a program .
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The success of any job redesign program depends upon what

results management expects and demands . One of the major factors

affecting “success” is establishment of success criteria. A

determination must be made as to whether emphasis will be placed

on quality or quantity of output. A series of studies by Lawler

between 1950 and 1966 document that job enrichment programs are

more effective in increasing quality of performance , with in-

creases in output quantity being a by—product in approximately

fifty percent of the cases (Gallagher and Einhorn, 1976:371).

Conceptually, this loading on the quality dimension can be

explained in two ways. First , due to the acceptance of more

tasks and control functions , workers undergoing job enrichment V

changes are often required to exert more effort just to meet pre-

enrichment production levels. Management should anticipate no

change in production quantity or possibly even a decrease in pro-

duction quantity during the short—run adjustment period. However ,

the introduction of more tasks accompanied by more responsibility

tends to have only positive effects on the quality of the work

performed. The key point is that just because production quan-

tity does not immediately improve , the job enrichment program

should not be viewed as ineffective .

Second , the increased responsibility and authority charac-

terizing job enrichment applications enhance feelings of

accomplishment and self actualization. Generation of these

intrinsic rewards brings on a realization of success which will

in turn be reflected in greater involvement in , and more enthu-

siasm being displayed toward the work. The presence of these
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factors will tend to be reflected in higher quality work

V (Gallagher and Einhorn , 1976:371—372).

Although the mechanism underlying the quality/quantity dif-

ference has not been established , studies by Hackinan and Lawler

(1960’ s) provide some confirmation of the theoretical concepts

previously described. The practical implication of the dichotomy

V for management decision making is that “...job design changes

enjoy a greater probability of success in effecting performance

improvement when quality , rather than quantity of output, is of

interest” (Gallagher and Einhorn , 1976:371-372).

Another relevant factor to job design decisions is that some

individuals are either incapable or unwilling to assume respon-

sibility or to perform enriched jobs under any circumstances.

Job enrichment programs can not compensate for incompetence nor

can it unseat deeply ingrained fear or dislike of responsibility .

Studies conducted by Hulin (1971:159-188) indicate that manage-

ment can not indiscriminately apply job design programs and

expect success. A proposed enrichment program can not be planned

and evaluated in isolation. Consideration must be given to the S

nature of the target work population.

V Maslow ’s need hierarchy holds a possible explanation for

the failure of enrichment programs to show positive results.

Individuals whose lower order needs are not sufficiently satis-

fied , will have a tendency to direct their efforts toward

attaining external rewards, and therefore the concept of work

for itself may tend to produce alienation. An attempt to in-

crease competence and self-actualization will most likely pro-

duce dissatisfaction unless the increased work load is
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accompanied by more external rewards. Therefore, the degree to

which the current reward system satisfies lower order needs will

directly determine the beneficial effect of job enrichment upon

the workers ’ efforts.

Finally , not all jobs lend themselves to enrichment , in

total or by element. Some jobs are composed of either very basic

or menial tasks which can not be changed to provide increased

commitment or motivation . In this case, managemen t must concen-

trate on the maintenance factors, and at least crea te an accept-

able , non-dissatisfying job environment. However , in jobs which

possess both enrichable and non—enrichable elements , management

should concentrate on motivation factors on the one hand and

maintenance factors on the other so as to create a healthy or-

ganizational environment which will stimulate individual commit-

ment, motivation , and satisfaction . Although job enrichment may

not be “appropriate ” for all Air Force jobs , there is evidence

that has shown that more jobs can be enriched than would be con-

sidered possible at first glance.

One of the primary requirements for successful application

of job enrichment programs is the direct support of management

personnel. Introduction of a program does not require total con—

V 
sent of the management structure; however , if a program is to

“take roots” , the immediate supervisory level (and preferably

higher) must support the program. Upper level management oppo-

sition to an enrichment program is not necessarily critical in

V the early stages of implementation ; however , higher level support

is normally a must if an enrichment program is to succeed.
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V Additionally, once an enrichment program is implemented, it can

not be allowed to “run its course” . Continuous surveillance and

refinement must accompany the application of job enrichment

principles if the program is to succeed.

SUMMARY

To date, no single approach to job enrichment has provided

V the solution to all the “work—related” problems in society and

more specifically in the Air Force. Fortunately , however, all

the knowledge obtained through research applications of the phi-

losophies of job enrichment have been cumulative. Today, we are

better equipped to apply the most up-to-date methods to behavioral

problems faced by Air Force personnel.

Herzberg ’s approach to job enrichment provides a strong

foundation upon which most job redesign strategies have been

formulated. Herzberg ’s approach involves the systematic appli-

cation of his Motivator—Hygiene Theory to enrich jobs in order

that they become more intrir.sically meaningful and motivating to

the people performing them. The strategy is based on the assump-

tion that all men have ~ome need to work at a meaningful task

and that the “larger” a job, the more likely the possibility that

latent motivational properties of the work are brought forth.

The implication is that the motivational effectiveness of the

job is dependent upon the degree to which the “rnotivators” are

present and independent of individual abilities and attributes.

Additionally , Herzberg contends that the workers ’ inputs are

not significant factors in promoting job enrichment effective—

ness.
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Hackman and Oldham ’ s approach to job design , although dif-
V 

ferent, complements Herzberg ’s work. Whereas Herzberg ’s approach

to job design is based on an intrinsic—extrinsic motivation con-

cept, Hackman ’s, et al, strategy is based on an expectancy theory

approach. They were instrumental in identifying five job charac-

V teristics (skill variety, task identity, task significance,

autonomy , and feedback) which are assumed to elicit three posi—

tive psychological states (experienced meaningfulness , experi-

enced responsibility , and knowledge of results) which are critical

to an individual ’s motivation, satisfaction , and performance on

the job. Additionally , the model provides a set of objective

measures for diagnosing existing jobs and establishes a procedure

for translating the diagncstic results into specific steps for

change. V

Although job enrichment activities are referred to as pro-

grams, the activities do not constitute an entity within them-

selves. Job enrichment activities and efforts must be viewed as

V an integral part of the purpose and functions of the Air Force ’s

motivational efforts. Job enrichment must become an organization ’s

“life style” . By doing so, the Air Force will realize a far

greater return on every manpower dollar invested, and each indi-

vidual will be able to attain a higher level of achievement than

he thought possible .

Retired Chief of Staff, USAF , General John Ryan made the

following statements which pretty well sums up the need for job

enrichmunt within all Air Force activities: 
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V .. .we must close the gaps so that the goals of the indi-
vidual and the goals of the Air Force are compatible and

V mutually attainable. After all, both revolve around the
successful performance of vital, interesting , and chal-
lenging work , which in turn is rewarded by experience,
proper recogni tion , pay incentives, and growth. By
af fording individuals a clear understanding of our ob-
jectives and by providing increased opportunity for

V people to achieve their personal goals, we can overcome
the negative influences of today ’s sociological environ—

V ment. (Mclntire , 1974:20).

CONCLUS IONS

V Job design and day-to—day operations must be structured upon

-
V a highly integrated theoretical framework of behavioral science.

Man has the ability and potential to grow, develop , and self—

actualize (McGregor); he has the inherent need to grow, develop ,

and self-actualize (Maslow); and organizations have the tools to

provide employees with an environment in which they can grow ,

develop , and self-actualize (Herzberg). Air Force personnel 
V

possess these inherent abilities , capabilities , and needs. What

is needed is for the Air Force to allow its managers authority to

exercise flexibility and judgment in designing jobs and struc-

turing tasks. If the Air Force is to become a more effective and

efficient organization and fully benefit from the contributions

of its qualified personnel , it must recognize the potential

represented by its human resources and act accordingly. It must

provide opportunities for growth , development, and full utili-

zation of personnel talents. Job enrichment appears to offer

one of the best strategies for meeting these demands and ful-

filling the goals and objectives of the Air Force.
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IV. METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this chapter is to describe how this study

was performed. Discussion will encompass the nature and source

of the data, the survey instrument, the overall analysis plan,

and the analytic tools and how they are used to analyze the V

relationships between work/work environment factors and job

satisfaction and career intent. Specific areas which are ana-

lyzed are the various aspects of job satisfaction as described V

V by Turner and Lawrence (1965) and by Hackman and Lawler (1971),

the potential of the various maintenance jobs for eliciting posi-

tive internal work motivation from the organization members

(motivating potential scores, MPS), the degree to which mainte-

nance personnel are satisf ied and happy in his/her work , and the 
V

areas where maintenance personnel perceive a need for change.

STUDY GROUP

The sample population consists of only enlisted main tenance

personnel who perform duty within a Tactical Air Command Fighter

Wing Operational Maintenance Squadron (OMS) and Field Mainte-

nance Squadron (FMS). Only those individuals who contribute

“directly ” to the repair , service, or flight operation activities

are included in the study. Administrative and clerical personnel

are considered to contribute “in directly ” to the operation .

Although the scope of this study provides for examining

only one maintenance complex, the author believes that the char-

acteristics of this single organization are representative of

the aircraft maintenance operations throughout the Air Force.
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To generate a data sample representative of all maintenance

personnel, surveys were administered to individuals performing

duty in each work area independent of any specific demographic

variable (See Appendix “A” , “Demographis ” Section). The sample

was randomly selected from personnel listings with the sample

size for each work activity being proportional to the total

number of personnel assigned . A total of 300 questionnaires

were distributed to the selected personnel. The overall response

rate and individual squadron response rates are shown in Table II.

The response rates are considered adequate for this study and

for any follow—on studies based on this data collection.

Table II

Questionnaire Response Rates

Response
V Number Number Rate

Organization Distributed Returned (Percent)

FMS 125 95 76.0
ONS 175 107 61.1

Total 300 202 67.3

THE SURVEY INSTRUMENT

The questionnaire used in this research is basically composed

of three types of questions: those that measure : Cl ) demographic

characteristics of the survey population; (2) the respondents ’

degree of satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the various dimensions

used to describe their jobs; and (3) the respondents ’ overa ll

satisfaction/dissatisfaction with their jobs. All questions are
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oriented to capturing the individual ’s perceptions about his/

her job.

Demographics. Although previous research findings based

on AFMIG data collected in 1975 have shown that demographic

variables are not significant factors in describing overall job

satisfaction levels (Thompson, 1975:74—75), the researcher felt

that due to the nature of the work performed by the study group

and due to the absence of baseline data for similar groups that

an extensive listing of demographic variables was necessary to

this study (see Appendix “A ”). Preliminary analyses includes

V these variables, but since Thompson ’s findings were validated

for this study group, this classification of variables was

excluded from the more rigorous analyses.

Core Job Dimensions (Job Factor Variables) . One of the V

primary objectives of this study is to identify those key moti-

vational dimensions or groupings which could be most influential

in effecting a favorable change in the job performance and reten-

tion rates of tactical aircraft maintenance personnel. Although

many different methodologies have been used to quantitatively

assess job satisfaction, the author chose the Job Diagnos tic V

Survey (JDS) (Hackman and O].dham, l974a:63—73) as the device

for identifying those job dimensions which account for work !

work environment dissatisfaction . The Hoppock Job Satisfaction 
V

Blank (1935) is used to measure overall job satisfaction .

Statistical analyses involving these scores and individual 
V

general job satisfaction scores allows the researcher to draw
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V conclusions and make recommendations wh ich may be ef f ective in

improving maintenance personnel internal motivation and job per-

formance.

JDS Description. The JDS is a job satisfaction measuring

V instrument which has as its theoretical basis the work of Turner

and Lawrence (1965) and Hackman and Lawler (1971) (Hackman and

Oldham , l974a:2). The questionnaire itself is based on Hackman

and Oldman ’s synthesis of these two theories. (See Chapter III,

S “Job Redesign : The Application of Motivation Theory ” , for dis-

cussion of this synthesis.) Two forms of the JDS have been

developed: the JDS and the JDS Short Form. The ~.uthor chose

to use the short form for this study since it requires fewer

item responses to measure the same objective job dimensions as

does the JDS (Hackrnan and Oldharn, l974a:9). Additionally, a job V

rating form has been developed for surveying personnel in super-

visory positions . Since all items contained in the job rating

form are contained in the JDS Short Form and the demographic

section of the survey instrument, the JDS Short Form was admin-

istered to the total sample population. Distinction between

supervisory and non-supervisory personnel is accounted for in

the statistical analyses programs.

Concepts Measured By The JDS. The JDS is designed to

measure the three psychological states (experienced meaningful— V

ness of the work experienced responsibility for the outcome of

the work , and knowledge of the results of the work activities)

which Hackman and Oldharn identify as critical factors in the V

development and maintenance of high internal motivation , work
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satisfaction , quality performance , and employee retention

(Hackman and Oldham , l974a:2,4). These “critical psychological

states” are measured by tapping the scales for each of the vari-

ous job core dimensions as discussed in Chapter III. The JDS

Short Form does not provide specific scales for directly meas-

uring these states; however, the magnitude of the scores for

the core dimensions which enhance each psychological state (See

Figure 4) gives an insight into the presence or absence of the

factors which are characteristic of high motivation , high job

satisfaction, and high retention rates . If these psychological

states are to be quantified , the JDS, long form , should be used .

The JDS does not measure actual or perceived worker pro-

ductivity . Instead , the instrument measures worker effective

reactions obtained from performance of a given piece of work .

The personal “rewards ” are measured in terms of general job

satisfaction , internal work motivation , and a series of specific

satisfactions including job security , pay , social, supervision ,

and growth satisfaction (Hackinan and Oldham , l974a:6)

Finally, the JDS provides for a measure of individual desire

to obtain “growth ” satisfaction from his/her work . This measure

provides an indication of how well an individual will respond to 
-

a job which is high in motivating potential.

Application of the theory, as depicted in Figure 4, allows

one to compute a score which reflects the overall “motivating

potential” of a job expressed in terms of the core job dimen-

sions (skill variety, task identity , task significance , autonomy ,

and feedback) . The motivating potential score (MPS) reflects

the potential of a job for eliciting positive work motivation
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from employees who exhibit growth need strength (Barrett,

Dambrott , and Smith , 1975:66). The score is the product sum

of all psychological states.

(Skill Task Task
Variety + Identity + Significance)

MPS = 3 X Autonomy X Feedback

Although many different concepts and individual reactions to

one ’s job are measured by the JDS, the responses must be taken

collectively to effectively diagnose a given job. A systematic

plan for integrating the dimension responses into an overall

diagnosis of existing jobs will be discussed later under “Diag-

nostic Use of JDS” .

A sample of the Job Diagnostic Survey Short Form is con-

tained in Appendix “A ” (Sections I-V of the “Job Attitude Survey ”).

Scoring procedures for the short form are contained in Appendix 
V

“B” . Samples of the Job Diagnostic Survey “Long Form” , its

scoring key, and the Job Rating Form are contained in The Job

Diagnostic Survey: An Instrument for the Diagnosis of Jobs and

The Evaluation of Job Redesign Projects by J. Richard Hackman

and Greg R. Oldham , May 1974.

Instrument Validity . The substantive validity of the Job

Diagnostic Survey for measuring the job characteristic model

dimensions is discussed in detail in Appendix “C” , “Job

Diagnostic Survey Instrument Validity” . In general , analyses

have shown that the intercorrelations between the job core dimen-

sions and the associated measures of respondents ’ reactions to

his/her job are moderately high, thereby confirming the predic-

tions inherent in the theory describing the model.
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Diagnostic Use of the JDS. Although the JDS is a multi-

purpose diagnostic instrument , the primary intended use of the

JDS is in diagnosing existing jobs to determine if (and how) job

redesign might improve worker motivation and productivity

(Hackman and Oldham , 1975:159). The overall intent of this

study is to use the JDS responses to identify any jobs or any

operational conditions which account for marginal individual

motivation and job satisfaction . The information obtained from

this data is to be used as a basis for recommended policy change

or job redesign.

The specific method which the author used to diagnose ex-

isting aircraft maintenance jobs is the method suggested by

Hackman and Oldham . This procedure involves formulating a sequen-

tial analysis plan and investigating the JDS scores for each theory

variable (See Chapter III) to establish their usefulness in mak-

V ing each diagnostic determination . The numerical scores for each

variable tapped provides the basis upon which conclusions and

recommendations are formulated .

A flow chart for the sequential diagnostic plan used in

this study is depicted in Figure 7. A discussion of the relation-

ships between the diagnostic activities and the construct of the

JDS follows (Hackinan and Oldham , 1974b:9—ll) .

Step 1. Are Motivation and Satisfaction Problematic?

Many times, management perceives that sagging organi:a~~ 
V al

ductivity stems directly from low internal motivati-~~ a~ä

work satisfaction of employees. The immediate re3c~~- ’- -

initiate a job enrichment program aimed at ir’~~rc~: 
V

motivation and productivity when in fac-t ~ :V V r y  -
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Figure 7

Flow Chart Showing the Sequential Job Diagnostic Plan
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procedures and techniques, poorly designed production systems,

or faulty equipment account for the degraded performance. The

JDS i~’ conjunction with independent organizational performance

records may be used to make a quick determination of the real

cause of the degraded work performance. By comparing the aggre-

gate scores for motivation and work satisfaction with baseline

data collected within the “parent” organization , within a similar

organization, or within a cross section of industries, management

may gain an insight into the effect which human behavior has on

work performance within a particular organizational environment.

Results of two studies which may provide some insight are those

of the Equal Employment Opportunity Committee (EEOC ) Study and

Hackman and Oldham ’s study. These study results are contained

in Appendices “D” and “E” , respectively. Negative deviations

from established norms could be indi cative that motivation and

satisfaction are problematic. In this case, further analysis of

JDS scores may be useful in structuring a job enrichment program.

Step 2. How Much Motivating Potential Does the Job Exhibit?

Once motivation and satisfaction are identified as being problem-

atic, the specific job must be examined to determine whether the

motivational problem stems from the j~~ itself or from the work

environment. This determination may be made by comparing the

motivating potential score (MPS) for the specific job under study

to the MPS scores of other jobs or to the scores validated ‘.y

Hackman and Oldham and EEOC research efforts. If the aggregate

MPS score for the job is low, more rigorous analysis of the job

must be performed. However, if the MPS score is high, the
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researcher must examine the work environment for factors accounting

for motivational deficiencies (e.g., policies and procedures, pay,

supervision, and so on). Indications of problems in these areas
S can be obtained by examining the scores for job security, pay,

social, supervisory, and growth satisfaction aspects which are

also tapped by the JDS.

Step 3. What Specific Aspects of the Job Are Causing the

Difficulty? In order to pinpoint the specific weakness of a job,

one can examine the job in terms of the five core dimensions,

Figure 4. Using the JDS seven point scales and corresponding MPS

scores, “job profiles” can be constructed which will highlight

areas where improvement is needed. Illustrative profiles for

jobs which can be identified as “ideally” enriched, “normally”

enriched, or “poorly” enriched are shown in Figure 8.

S If job core dimension a ‘ S scores are high and produc-

tivity and motivation are low , ~~e work envirorunent factors rather

than the work itself probably account for the problem. However,

if the MPS score is low, an analysis of the “job profile” will

show the specific strengths and weaknesses of the job itself and

will highlight factors to examine in planning job redesig~n.

Step 4. Are the Employees Willing to Support a Job Redesign

Program? Although the researcher may be effective in identifying

troublesome aspects of the job, he must consider the employees’

“degree of readiness” for change before any specific job enrich—

ment plan can be devised. The JDS responses which readily lend

S themselves to use in planning activities are those measures which

identify employee growth needs. Since employee receptiveness to
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redesign varies directly with perceived growth needs , the magni-

tude of the growth need strength measure can be used to deter-

mine how extensive a job enrichment program is needed , the time-

table for introducing the various facets of the program into the
S different wok areas , and the method by which the program is

introduced , either gradually or all at once (Hackman and Oldham ,

1974b:ll).

Although each segment of the JDS can be identified with a

given job diagnostic activity , the overall responses to each scale

tapped by the JDS must be analyzed collectively before any effec-

tive job enrichment program can be implemented . Analysis of each

work dimension within the framework of total JDS responses pro—

S 

vides a method of formulating specific job changes. I
ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS

The Analysis Plan. Analysis of multidimensional data collect-

ed through research studies involving questionnaires involves using

many analytic methods. The analytic methods used to investigate

job satisfaction and career intent within this study group were

S hypothesis testing using the two sample t—Test on Means , Corre-

lation Analysis, and Least Squares Regression Analysis. Corre-

lation analysis was used to determine the relationships that

exist between various work dimensions, specific types of satis-

faction, and overall job satisfaction. Regression analysis was

used to identify those work factors which are most influential in

promoting jc’b satisfaction and retention and to establish the

relative contribution of each of the work dimensions to job

satisfaction.
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Data analyses were performed on the Control Data Corporation

S (CDC)—6600 computer system utilizing the Statistical Package for

the Social Sciences (SPSS) (Version 6.50, April 1976) program de-

veloped by Northwestern University and the AID program (University

of Texas Version) as adapted from the Air Force Human Resources

Lab and modified for local use by Major McNichols (AFIT/ENS).

SPSS routines used for this study were:

F 1. FREQUENCIES
2. Comparison of Means end Variances CT—Test)
3. Pearson Correlation (PEARSON CORR)
4. Multiple Stepwise Regression (REGRESSION)

Preliminary Analysis. Prior to performing any statistical

analyses on the data group, a review of all response data was

made in order to identif y cases in which “gaming” occurred (a

subjective evaluation) or large amounts of data were missing.

Individual responses were visually examined to determine if any

discernible response patterns prevailed, e.g., all “A” responses ,

etc., and to check for large amounts of missing data. Addition-

ally, the SPSS FREQUENCIES routine was used to compile statistics

used to determine the distribution of responses and to check for

any significant deviations in responses for the various groupings.

Information provided by this routine consisted of the mean,

median , mode , standard deviation , variance , minimum and maximum

values for all responses, and the number of responses per cate—

gory.

Based on the above criteria , approximately 0.50 percent of

the input data could be rejected. Most of the discrepancies

occurred with Section V data (see Appendix A) where the
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individuals were asked to indicate the degree to which they would

S like to have a given characteristic present in their jobs. Re— S

sponses ranged from a score of four (moderately desire) to a

score of 10 (very highly desire); however, several cases showed

numerical responses of 10 for all surveyed items . Due to the

small percentage of cases containing “ unreliable” data , the total

sample responses were accepted as valid.

Two Sample T-Test. Evaluation of the perceived degree of

job satisfaction for the sample populations and the comparative

S analysis of the work performed by each subgrouping involved the

formulations and testing of several hypotheses based on both 
S

intra- and inter-groupings of survey responses. Since the intent

of this initial analysis was to identify and evaluate differences

between effects, rather than the effects themselves , two sample

S t-tests were performed on the two independent sample mean scores

for the various dependent variables measured.

Due to the variability in the population from which the

samples were drawn, there was a high probability that the two

samples would be different. Therefore, the researcher could not

assume that the sample populations actually differed in the char—

acteristic being studied just because there was a di f ference in

the sample mean scores. As a result, the researcher could only

establish whether or not a difference between the two samp les

was “ indicative of” a true difference between the two sample

populations (Nie , et al , 1975:267) .

The systematic approach used by the researcher to test for

differences in sample responses is as follows :
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1. After  means and variances were calculated for the sample
responses, F—tests were performed on the variances to determine
whether or not there was a significant difference in sample vari-
ances. Definite values for the Student’s t statistic , the sta-
tistic used for the two sample t—tests , can be calculated only if
the variances for the two sample groups are equal. In the case
of unequal variances, only an approximation to the Student’s t
statistic can be calculated. In the cases where the variances
did not statistically differ , the SPSS T—TEST subprogram was used
to calculate the t-statistic value and the probability of ob-
taining two samples that differed by more than the pair actually
drawn , that is, the probability that the samples actually did
differ. In the cases where the variances did significantly differ,
all calculations were performed directly by the researcher .

2. A null hypothesis (H0) and a corresponding alternative
hypothesis (H1) were formulated. In all cases, the null hypoth-
esis was stated such that the assumption was that the two sample
means were the same.

3. A significance level of ~ = 0.05 was chosen for testing
H0. The significance level was the smallest probability that
would be accepted as reasonable, i.e., due to chance. This level
of significance was chosen due to the subjective nature of the
survey responses.

4. T—statistic and probabilities were calculated. S

5. If the computed probability were smaller than the chosen
significance level, H0 was rejected. Conversely , if the probabil—
ity were larger , H0 was not rejected. The results of these tests
do not imply that there are no differences in the true situation;
it only implies that the true situation is not significantly dif—
ferent from that assumed in the null hypothesis. Two—tail proba-
bilities were used where the intent was to establish that one S

group mean was significantly higher than the other.

A more detailed discussion of hypothesis testing and the t-

test mechanics is contained in Statistical Package for the Social S

Sciences (SPSS) by Norma n H. Nie , et al , McGraw—Hill Book

Company , 1975, and Mathematical Statistics by John E. Creund ,

Prentice—Hall Incorporated, 1971.

Correlation Analysis. Before any job enrichment program can

be formula ted , one mus t identify the variables which are associ-

ated with and presumably influence job satisfaction for a given 
S

work group. One of the most frequently used methods for deter—

mining the relationships that exist between independent and 
S
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dependent variable measurements is correlation analysis. This

study involves a measure of job satisfaction/career intent and

their related factors as measured by the JDS instrument .

The type of correlation used in this study was the Pearson

Product Moment (zero order) correlation ( i . e . ,  no control is

exercised over the influence of other variables) . The Pearson

correlation coefficient “r” measures the strength of the rela- S

tionship between two interval-level variables. Many social science

methodologists (Labovitz, 1970; Tufte, 1969) state that the

Pearson correlation method applies equally well to ordinal-level

measurements (Nie, et al , 1975 :276). The researcher assumes that

all variable measurements exhibit interval level characteristics.

By accepting Labovitz and Tufte ’s conclusion, the method is con-

sidered “appropriate” under either condition. 
S

The value of the correlation coefficient can range from -1

to +1 where a value of —l (+1) indicates perfect negative (posi-

tive) correlation . Perfect correlation means that knowing the

value of one variable allows one to predict the value of the

associated variable with 100-percent confidence (no error). Nega-

tive correlation means that the value for the variable being S

predicted varies inversely with change in the value of the meas-

ured variable, and vice versa for positive correlation. A

negative “r” does not mean a bad fit.

Correlation analysis can only be used to determine whether

or not one variable influences another variable. That is , cor-

rela tion analysis resul ts show only the degree of association

between variables, not causality.
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Pearson ’s correlation coefficient not only indicates the

goodness of fit of the linear regression model, but it also pro-

vides an easy means of comparing the strength of the relationship

between pairs of variables. This is accomplished by using the

correlation matrix as an input for the regression analysis pro-

gram where the “r” values are used to calculate the propor tion

of variance in the dependent variable “ explained” by various

combinations of independent variables (Nie , et al, 1975:280) .

Determination of the relative strength of the relationship between

independent and dependent variables is discussed in the regression

analysis section .

Least Squares Regression Analysis. Although correlation

analysis is useful in identifying those work related factors which

are not most influential in “promoting” job satisfaction and reten- 
S

tion , it does not give any insight into the relative contribution

of each factor to the measuremen t of job satisfaction or career

intent. Although the magnitude of the correlation coefficients

S establishes the rank order of importance in terms of “defining ”

the criterion, the researcher mus t use other types of statistical

analysis to determine the degree of significance of one variable

in relation to another. Multivariate linear regression analysis

is one such analytical tool. Although job satisfaction is a very

complex subject, one may question the applicability of linear

regression analysis. In earlier research, Madia (1974:29) con—

cli~.ided that attempts to use linear regression on behavioral type

data have not produced very satisfactory results. Automatic 
S

S Interaction Detection Algorithm (AID) analysis of the data set
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shows that 55.8 percent of the total explainable variance in job

satisfaction is accounted for by three variables; therefore,

linear regression analysis is considered “appropriate” for this

data set. S

The most commonly used method of regression analysis is tha t

of least squares (Nie, et al , 1975:278). Huang (1970:2) states:

“The least squares method is but one of the several
procedures that can be used in analyzing dependence
relations. As such, it will be a mistake to consider
regression analysis as solely composed of the least
squares analysis. On the other hand; however , the
method of least squares is simple to use and is appli-
cable in a very large number of situations , so that
the whole area of the literature on regression anal-
ysis is almost filled with theories and procedures
related to or implied in the methods of least squares.”

Regression analysis, as applied to this study , involves S

defining a linear relationship between a dependent variable

(criterion—job satisfaction or career intent) and the significant

set of independent variables (predictors—core job dimensions and

demographics) such that the sum of squares error (SSE), summed

squares of dif ferences between observed and predicted dependent

variable values, is minimized. The deviations from the “true”

values are represented by the error term “e” in the “classical”

regression model

Y = B
~ 

+ B1X1 + . + B X  + e

where “Y” is the measure of the criterion variable and “B
fl
” is

the coefficient representing the “explanatory ” power of each S

statistically significant independent variable.

Stepwise regression was selected for this analysis. This

method involves an iterative process , in which the independent

variable that has the highest partial correlation with the S
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criterion variable, partialed on the variables which have already S

been added , is selected and brought into the regression equation. S

At each step, ali combinations of variables which have been

selected to “enter ” the equation are examined and the combination

of variables which minimizes the SSE i3 retained as the best

“explanatory ” set of variables. Due to the correlations between

independent variables , variables may be “entered” and “deleted”

by the selection process uritU no va riables can be found that

will make a statistically signi ficant contribution to the

“explanation” of variance in the criterion variable. The sta—

F tistical process by which variable list significance is determined

utilizes the partial F—test on each variab .e at each step. This

process is best summarized by Draper and E~;Li th’s explanation of

S the procedure. S

“The partial F—criterion for each variable in
the regression at any stage of calculation is evaluated S

and compared with a preselected percentage point of the
appropriate F-distribution . This provides a judgment
on the contribution made by each variable as though it
had been the most recent variable entered, irrespective
of its actual point of entry into the model. Any vari-
able which provides a non—significant contribution is
removed from the model” (Draper and Smith, 1966:171).

Another cr iterion which can be used to terminate the regression

process is the number of variables allowed to “enter ” into the S

predictor model.

Due to the subjective nature of the response data, the

researcher selected a confidence level of a = 0.05 (F = 3.89)

for this study . The researcher felt that a lower confidence

level could restrict the validity of any conclusions which may

be reached. In case that a large number of variables are
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found to be significant determinants of job satisfaction and

career intent, the marginal increase in R2 at each step of the

regression will be used in reducing the equation to the best

“n ” predi ctors.

Four characteristic assumptions of regression analysis apply 
S

to this study. They are:

1. All independent variables are discrete with fixed

values.

2. The error terms are independent (Huang, 1970:33).

3. The expected value of the error term is zero.

4. The error terms are normally distributed with mean zero

and variance a2 (a constant) (Huang , 1970:24; Draper and Smith,

1966:59).

Since the tests of significance are central to the identif i— 
- 

S

cation of the variables which account for job satisfaction, the

assumption of normality is necessary. Regarding the assumption 
S

of normality, Draper and Smith (1966:59) state:

“An assumption that the errors “e” are normally
distributed is not required in order to obtain the S

estimates of B, but it is required later in order to 
S

make tests which depend on the assumptions of normality ,
such as t- or F- tests, or for obtaining confidence
intervals based on the t- and F~~distribution.”

In making the assumption of normality, one must oonsider

the consequences which could develop. According to Theil (.1971:

615), “tests which concern first moments (such as t—tests or

partial F- tests for the individual coefficients) are relatively

robust; whereas , tests concerning second moments (such as the S

overall F— test) are much less robust” . “Robust” is a term 
S

which refers to the insensitivity to departure from assumptions
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under which the model was derived (i.e., normality). However,

S 
Hua~g (1970:47) states that such a joint test “ ...may still be

quite good if the distribution of the independent variable

approximates the normal distribution” .

Regression analyis results are used in two ways. If the
S 

SSE for the final equation is small, the equation can confidently

be used for predictive or explanatory purposes in defining the

S criterion variable. That is, the results can be used as a descrip-

tive tool to explain causal theory. Multiple regression tech—

S nigues can also be used to determine the magnitude of direct or

indirect influence of the independent variables on the dependent

S variable. Providing that the same scale is used to measure each

independent variable , the relative importance of each variable

S can be determined by comparing the coefficients of each variable

in the predictor equation. If each independent variable is meas-

ured in di f fe rent units, the variable coeffic ients can not be

used to determine the relative contribution of each variable. In

this case, the researcher must examine the standard ized regression

coefficients (partials).

The variables which are best related to job satisfaction and

career intent will be explored and will serve as a “framework ”

around which a job enrichment program is designed. The “order ”

of variable importance will aid in structuring the overall re- S

design program.
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S V. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Introduction

The results of the sample survey analyses are presented

in five sections. The first section discusses the perceived

degree of job satisfaction for aircraft maintenance personnel .

Comparative analyses are made between the degree of job satis-

S faction perceived by FMS and OMS personnel and also between

aircraft maintenance personnel as a group and enlisted person—

S nel performing a cross-section of jobs Air Force wide. The

second section addresses the degree to which FMS and OMS jobs

differ when described in terms of the five job core dimensions

identified by Hackman and Oldham. This analysis is designed S

to help establish whether the work itself or the work environ-

ment factors account for the lack of difference in perceived

S job satisfaction for the two study groups. The third section

is an evaluation of the career intent of aircraft  maintenance

personnel as reflected by this study group. Comparative anal-

yses are made between this study group , enlisted personnel
S 

performing different tasks throughout the Air Force , and Air

Force personnel as a collective group. The fourth section is

an analysis of job attitudes (job satisfaction and career in-

tent) designed to identify those work/work environment factors

which tend to have the greatest influence on motivation , job

satisfaction, career intent, and enrichment potential. The

fifth section is an analysis of each work environment (FMS and

OMS) designed to highlight any aspects of FMS and OMS jobs

which may have inherent enrichment potential.
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This research effort investigated the degree to which air-

craft maintenance personnel perceive their jobs as satisfying

their needs and desires and the degree of job satisfaction per-

ceived by maintenance personnel on the five core dimensions

identified by Hackman and Oldham as being critical to job sat—

isfaction. The overall purpose was to determine if a job en-

richment strategy appears warranted as a means of increasing

employee job satisfaction .

JOB SATISFACTION

This study was based on the assumption that motivation and S

S 

job enrichment theories as previously discussed are valid and

indicate that the overall level of job satisfaction perceived 
S

S - by FMS personnel should tend to be higher than that perceived

by OMS personnel. That is, the more complex and challenging

work performed by the FMS personnel should provide greater opportu-

nity for satisfying individual psychological needs. Therefore,

greater need satisfaction should result in greater personal

motivation and job satisfaction for FMS personnel than for OHS

personnel. The hypothesis tested was:

Hypothesis 1: The perceived degree of job satisfaction S
is significantly higher for FMS person— S

nel than for OHS personnel.

Since no job satisfaction indices have been documented

for aircraft maintenance personnel, the author was restricted

from making any finite evaluative conclusions regarding the degree

of job satisfaction characterizing this study group . However ,

comparative analysis was made between the job satisfaction index

for the study group and that of a sample population of enlisted
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personnel working in a variety of jobs throughout the Air

Force. The job satisfaction index for the total sample pop—

S ulation was used in this analysis. The specific hypothesis

tested was:

Hypothesis 2: The perceived degree of job satisfaction
is significantly higher for the Air
Force wide enlisted sample population

S than for the enlisted aircraft maintenance
S personnel sample population.

Before any statistical analyses involving the two organi-

S 
zations comprising the study group were made, an examination

of the demographic data was made to assure that the two sub-

S groups were composed of personnel who exhibit basically the

S same characteristics. Frequencies and two sample t-tests were

S 
performed on the study group responses. Of all the demographics 

S

S tapped by the survey, the only biographic variables which show-

ed significant differences in subgroup composition (a= 0.05)

were: (1) sex, (2) rnaritial status, (3) number of personnel who

had effected a transfer into their current career field, (4)

number of years in current career field since the transfer had

been effected, and (5) career intent. When the cell sizes of

the groups effecting the differences in the first four catego-

ries were compared with the total group sizes, differencies in

the group characteristics were considered insignificant. Dif-

ferences in responses on career intent for the two groupings were

not considered a significant factor in describing the two sub—

groupings. Therefore, the author concluded that for comparative

purposes, the FMS and OMS groups were equally matched.

Al-]. hypothesis testing was done using the two sample t—

test on sample means. Significance level for all tests was
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chosen as ( ~~= 0.05) due to the subjective nature of the response

S data. The t-test used required that the two population var-

iances be equal; therefore, a check on the reasonableness of

this assumption was performed using the parametric F—test.

S 
Using the total individual organization populations and an

= 0.05, a F—critical value for testing the null hypothesis that

S the two population variances were equal resulted in F—critical = 
S

1.40. One—way analysis of variance tests indicated that the

only significant difference in variances across all variables

measured by the JDS occurred with the “association” variable

measure.

COMPARISON OF OVERALL JOB SATISFACTION MEAN SCORES
S - The first hypothesis is stated in null form:

Hypothesis 1: The degree of job satisfaction per—
S 

ceived by maintenance personnel is the
same throughout the maintenance corn—

S plex component organizations.

The mean job satisfaction score, standard deviation, and

sample size for each work environment and worker status are

shown in Table III. Comparison of mean scores shows that the

response data supports the null hypothesis; therefore, there
S is no apparent difference in job satisfaction indices for the

two organizations at the 0.05 level of significance. Further,

comparison of job satisfaction mean scores (See Table III) shows

that there is no significant difference in the degree to which

supervisory and non—supervisory personnel are satisfied with

their jobs. There are two possible explanations for this equiv-

alency: (1) either the nature of the work itself enhances S
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Table III S

Job Satisfaction Mean Scores by Work Environment
S 

and Comparison Analysis of Sample Means
(Enlisted Maintenance Personnel)

Work Sample Mean Standard 2, (1)-Tail
Environment Size Score Deviation d.f. t—Value Probability

OHS 107 16.766 4.199
200 —0.38 0.705

FMS 95 16.990 4.155

Supervisors 99 17.313 3.924
200 1.48 (0.0025)

NonSupervisors 103 16.447 4.369

S Total 202 16.871 4.170
9758 —2.14 0.035

Air Force 9558 17.572 4.622
Wide*

S *Data From Quality of Air Force Life Survey, May 1977

motivation and job satisfaction to the same degree in each or-

ganization, a fact which tends to discredit the applicability 
S

of motivation and job enrichment theories to these work environ-

ments, or (2) the working conditions are such that they are the S

primary determinants of job satisfaction for the two work groups. S

Analyses of the two types of jobs in terms of the job core

dimensions (skill variety, task identity, task significance,

autonomy, and feedback from the job) and the two work environ- S

ments in terms of the supplementary measures tapped by the JDS

(association, pay satisfaction, security satisfaction, motivation, S

etc.) were performed in an attempt to explain the lack of dif-

S ference in perceived job satisfaction levels for the two groups .

The results are discussed in a later section.
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The second hypothesis is stated in null form: S

S Hypotheis 2: The degree of job satisfaction per-
ceived by enlisted maintenance person— S

nel and enlisted personnel Air Force
wide is the same.

This hypothesis was tested using the weighted satisfaction

scores on the “overall” job satisfaction dimension as measured

S by the Hoppock Job Satisfaction Blank. The hypothesis was test—

S ed at the 0.05 level of significance using the two sample t—

test for the difference between two means. To use this test,

it was necessary to assume that the observations were independ-

ent and were drawn from normal populations.

The mean job satisfaction scores, standard deviations, and
S sample sizes for each enlisted personnel sub—population are

- shown in Table III. Comparison of mean scores shows that the

response data does not support the null hypothesis. Collectively,

enlisted personnel appear to experience a significantly higher

S degree of job satisfaction than the maintenance personnel

S studied. An analysis of the work and work environment was

performed in an attempt to identify those factors most highly

associated with the “low” job satisfaction scores for the study

group. These results are discussed in the following sections.

The first step in trying to explain the relative degree

of dissatisfaction within both work environments was to examine S

the work itself to see if it was a “causitive” factor. Addition—

ally, this analysis would provide an insight into why the job 
S

S 
satisfaction indices characterizing the two work environments

did not differ. Analysis of the work itself involved perform—

ing two sample t—tests on the job core dimension mean scores.
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S The hypotheses tested in these analyses were:

Hypothesis 3: The degree to which a job requires the
S 

worker to perform activities which chal-
lenge his skills and abilities (skill
variety) is significantly higher for FMS
personnel than for OMS personnel.

Hypothesis 4: The degree to which a job requires coin-
S pletion of a “whole” and identifiable
S piece of work (task identity) is signif-

icantly higher for FMS personnel than
for OMS personnel.

Hypothesis 5: The degree to which the job has a sub-
stantial and perceivable impact on the
lives of other people (task significance)
is significantly higher for OMS personnel
than for FMS personnel.

Hypothesis 6: The degree to which the job gives the
worker freedom, independence , and dis-
cretion in scheduling work and deter- 5

mining how it will be performed (autonomy )
is significantly higher for FMS personnel
than for OMS personnel.

Hypothesis 7: The degree to which the worker , in car-
rying out work activities required by
the job, receives information about the
effectiveness of his effor ts  (feedback
from the job) is significantly higher for
OMS personnel than for FMS personnel.

Comparison of Job Characteristic Mean Scores

Skill Variety. Although the work of OMS personnel in-

volves performing a large number of tasks, the repetitive and

relatively simple nature of the tasks would tend to provide

little challenge of one’s skills and abilities. Due to the

complexity of the equipment serviced by FMS, diagnostic and S

repair activities require greater skill and maintenance ability

thereby enhancing skill variety. Therefore, the author hypothe-

sizes that FMS jobs exhibit greater skill variety requirements S

than do OMS jobs. The hypothesis stated in the null form is:
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Hypothesis 3: The degree to which skill variety is
exhibited in OMS and FMS jobs is the
same.

The mean job dimension score, standard deviation , and

sample size for each study group along with the t—test results

are shown in Table IV.

S 
Table IV

Mean Scores for Skill Variety by Work Environment
and Comparison Analysis of Sample Means

(Enlisted Personnel)

Work Sample Mean Standard 2-Tail
Environment Size Score Deviation d.f. t—Value Probability

OMS 107 4.474 1.376
200 —1.52 0.131

FMS 95 4.772 1.419 5

S 

Total 202 4.614 1.401

Thus, the response data supports the null hypothesis at the S

0.05 level of significance. Based on this result, it can be

stated that there is no significant difference in the degree

to which OMS and FMS skills and abilities are challenged even— S

though the mean score on this dimension is higher for FMS

personnel than for OMS personnel.

Task Identity. Although the tasks performed by OMS per-

sonnel are numerous and directed toward final delivery of an

operationally ready aircraf t for the aircrew , the final output

rest heavily on the major maintenance performed by supporting 
S

organizations, i.e., FMS. Therefore, it is hypothesized that

the jobs performed by FMS personnel display a greater degree
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of task identity than do OMS jobs. That is, the degree to which

FMS jobs require completion of a “whole” and identifiable piece

of work is higher than for OMS jobs. Stated in null form, the

hypothesis is:

Hypothesis 4: Jobs performed by OMS and FMS personnel
display the same level of task identity.

The mean task identity scores, standard deviations, sample

sizes, and the t—test results are shown in Table V.

Table V

Mean Scores for Task Identity by Work Environment
and Comparison Analysis of Sample Means

(Enlisted Personnel)

Work Sample Mean Standard 2-Tail
S 

Environment Size Score Deviation d.f. t—Value Probability

OMS 107 4.511 1.234
200 —3.46 0.001

FMS 95 5.098 1.173

Total 202 4.787 1.238

From the test on the mean scores, the author concludes that the

response data does not support the null hypothesis. It can

therefore be stated that there is a significant difference in

the level of task identity associated with the different types

of jobs, and more specifically, that FMS jobs are significant-

ly higher in the task identity dimension.

Task Significance. Since OMS personnel effectively have 
S

ultimate responsibility for ensuring that all aircraft systems

are operationally ready and therefore possess final release S
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authority, the author hypothesizes that the work of OMS per-

sonnel is viewed as being more significant than the work of

FMS personnel. This is not to discount the fact that the

systems supported by FMS personnel are significant; it only S

means that OMS jobs are more closely associated with the “user ”

and therefore have a more substantial and perceivable impact

on the lives of other people. The null hypothesis i~ stated S

as:

Hypothesis 5: Perceived task significance is the same
for OMS and FMS tasks.

The mean task signif icance scores , standard deviations,

and t-test results are shown in Table VI.

S 
Table VI 

S

Mean Scores for Task Significance by Work Environment
and Comparison Analysis of Sample Means S

(Enlisted Personnel)

Work Sample Mean Standard 2-Tail
Environment Size Score Deviation d.f. t—Value Probability 

S

OMS 107 6.150 1.104 5

200 1.65 0.101
FMS 95 5.888 1.156

Total 202 6 .026  1.134

The t—test on means shows that there is no significant differ— S

ence in task significance measures for the two groups. The

significance of the difference is borderline though with OMS

jobs being much higher in task significance than FMS jobs .

Autonomy. Due to the complexity of the systems and inte-

gration networks for which FMS personnel are responsible ,
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written regulations serve basically as “troubleshooting ” guide-

lines only . The repetitive and direct nature of the jobs per-

formed by OMS personnel provide little opportunity for independent

thought or action. Therefore, FMS personnel can exercise great-

er freedom and discretion in determining work methods than OMS

personnel can. Also, due to the less complex nature of OMS jobs,

although vital jobs, checklists which direct the workers ’ effor ts

are easily developed. Mandatory use of these checklists pro— 
S

vide little or no opportunity to exercise discretion and inge—

nuity. Based on these job characteristics, the author hypothe-

sized that FMS personnel experience greater responsibility in

their jobs than do OMS personnel. The null hypothesis is thusly
S 

stated:

Hypothesis 6: The det~ree to which autonomy is exhibit-
ed in OMS and FMS jobs is the same.

Mean autonomy scoies, standard deviations, and results of S

the t—test on means a~re given in Table VII.

Table Vu

Mean Scores for Autonomy by Work Environment
and Comparison Analysis of Sample Means S

(Enlisted Personnel)

Work - Sample Mean Standard 2-Tail
Environment Size Score Deviation d.f. t—Value Probability

OMS 107 3.994 1.167
200 —3.71 0.000

FMS 95 4 .649  1.343

Total 202 4.302 1.292
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Based on the t-test results, the response data does not support 
S

the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level of significance. Response

data indicates that there is a significant di f fe rence in auton-

omy measurements with FMS jobs displaying a higher level of

autonomy than OMS jobs.

Feedback. The complexity and interdependency of systems

and interface mechanisms on which FMS personnel perform work, S

combined with the inability to t~st the systems within operation— S

al environments provides FMS personnel with less than total in-

formation about the effectiveness of their work. The only feed-

back received by these personnel is static test results which

S come only af ter the total job has been completed . Due to the

nature of the work , OMS personnel receive continuous feedback

from their activities as the work progresses. in most cases,

OMS jobs are end tasks within themselves, and are characterized S

by immediate and direct feedback . Therefore, the author hypothe- S

sizes that 014S personnel experience a significantly greater S

degree of feedback from their work than do FMS personnel. S

The hypothesis is stated in its null form:

Hypothesis 7: The degree of feedback from the job is
the same for jobs performed by both OMS S

S and FMS personnel.

Another type of feedback about job performance is that

derived from supervisors. Although the feedback concerns job S

performance , its presence or absence can be more a function of

management style rather than a function of the job itself. The

author hypothes izes tha t the amount of f eedback from supervisors

does not vary significantly from organization to organization .
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The hypothesis stated in its null, for is as follows:

Hypothesis 8: The level of supervisor feedback on
work performance is the same in OMS 

S

and FMS organizations. 
S

The mean feedback dimension scores, standard deviations ,

and t—test results are shown in Table VIII.

Table VIII
S Mean Scores for Feedback by Work Environment

and Comparison Analysis of Sample Means
(Enlisted Personnel)

(Feedback From the Job )
Work Sample Mean Standard 2—Tail
Environment Size Score Deviation d.f. t-Value Probability

OMS 107 4.651 1.162
200 —2.30 0.023

S FMS 95 5.039 1.234

Total 202 4.833 1.209

(FeedEa~
’k ’FPo~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

OMS 107 4.196 1.586
200 0.37 0.711

FMS 95 4.116 1.489

Total 202 4.158 1.538

The response data regarding feedback from the job itself does

not support the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level of significance.

There is a significant difference in the degree to which the two
S types of work provide feedback and the test indicates that jobs

performed by FMS personnel provide more direct feedback than do

jobs performed by OMS personnel. The test also indicates that

there is no significant difference in the level of feedback on

performance originating with the supervisors.
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The author concludes that motivation and job enrichment

theories are applicable to the activities of these two work

groups . For three out of the five job core dimensions, FMS

activities were characterized by mean scores which were signif-

icantly higher ( ~ = 0.05) than those for OMS activities. For

the remaining two dimensions , there were no significant differ-

ences in OMS and FMS mean scores; however , OHS jobs did score
S slightly higher on one dimension, task significance, than did

FMS jobs. Table IX provides a comparative summary of mean scores

for each job dimension and the results of the two sample t—tests.

Table IX S

Summary Table of Hypothesis Testing
Performed on the Five Core Job Dimensions

S (Enlisted Personnel)

Job Dimension OHS FMS t-Test Results*

Skill Variety Low High Not Significant

Task Identity Low High Significant

Task Significance High Low Not Significant

Autonomy Low High Significant

S Feedback From
S Job Low High Significant

Feedback From
Supervisors High Low Not Significant

*significant at ~ = 0.05 level

S Results from the hypothesis testing indicated that FMS

jobs , compared to OMS jobs are “ richer ” in the factors which

the behavioralists and psychologists propose as critical elements S

ill
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for promoting high motivation and job satisfaction . This would

lead one to conclude that the degree of job satisfaction should

be higher for FMS personnel than for OMS personnel, that is, if
S the work itself was the primary determinant of job satisfaction.

S Although this was the case with the Hoppock measure (16.99 vs

16 .77) ,  the difference was not found to be statistically signif-

S icant. This leads the author to conclude that the work environ-

ment factors may have a greater effect o~ individual motivation

and job satisfaction than do the various aspects of the work

S itself. The work environment factors which are referred to are

S the supplementary measures tapped by the JDS instrument.

CAREER INTENT
S 

In Chapter II , it was suggested that the degree to which

personnel are satisfied with their jobs could have a direct

effect on retention and turnover. In order to provide some

support for this theory , frequency and regression analyses were

made using the demographic variable, career intent, as the

criterion. Additionally , responses to the çuestion regarding

whether or not their job was a factor in indivi.~ual decisions

aided in analysis of the career intent dimension. The responses

to these questions appear in Tables X and XI, respectively.

A consideration which should be noted is that, while this

measurement of career intent may be highly reliable fQr those

people who already have invested a substantial axno~mt of time

in the service (continued presence being indicative of career

intentions), it may be unreliable for first term personnel. For

the younger personnel, career intent may be a transitory factor,

highly dependent on Air Force policy changes and by “outside”
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social and economic changes. Although the responses may be

indicative of stable career intent attitude, it is advisable S

that any extrapolations be made with great caution.

Table X

Career Intent Responses to Job Attitude Surveys

“Which one of the following best describes your attitude toward
making the Air Force a career?”

Air Force Wide1

Officers Enlisted Overall

Definitely Yes/Mo st Likely Yes 79% 56% 60%
S Undecided 12 21 19

Definitely No/Most Likely No 9 23 21

“Do you intend to stay in the Air Force beyond your present
S commitment?”

OMS and FMS Personnel2

FM S OMS Overall

S Yes 21% 26% 24%

Undecided 46 52 49

No , retiring 3 3 3

No , separating 30 19 24

1(Manley, et al, 1977:566) Data is based on results of unioni-
zation survey administered to Air Force personnel in April 1976.
Data collected using QOAPL Survey (April 1975) show identical
results.
2Data is based on Job Attitude Survey administered for this
study (July 1977).
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S 
As the data indicates , there is a substantially smaller

number of careerists than noncareerists in the sample. Previous

studies conducted on Air Force wide populations show contrasting

results. Responses to a “Quality of Air Force Life” survey S

(May 1975) and to a questionnaire designed to investigate atti— 
S

tudes toward military unionization (Manley, et al, 1977) both S

show that 60 percent of the sample populations plan on making

S 
the Air Force a career, 19 percent are undecided , and 21 per— 

S

cent do not plan to stay in the Air Force beyond their present

commitment. Responses for enlisted personnel populations

parallel those for the overall population. Responses for

maintenance personnel used in this study show that only 24 per—

S 

cent of the personnel surveyed plan to remain in the service. 
S

Based on a “yes ” response of 57 percent, this constitutes a 52

percent reduction (over previous study results) in the number

S of people expressing a positive attitude toward a military

career. Other response rates for the given population are :

50 percent undecided and 27 percent no.

Table XI

Role of Jobs on Career Intent~’

“Is your present job a major factor in your decision?

FMS OMS Total

Yes 54% 33% 43%

No 46 67 57

S 

1Percentages are based on the subpopulation which did not
express a definite intent to pursue a career in the Air Force
(n~148/N=202) .
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Examination of the responses for those personnel who did

not express definite positive career intent (n=l48), 43 percent

indicated that their job was a major factor in their decision.

The major aspect of the work which was cited as being the

“causitive” factor was dissatisfaction with administrative 
S

policies and local operating procedures. More specifically ,

26 percent of the personnel who did not express definite plans

to remain in the service beyond their present commitment identi-

fied the twelve hour work days , shift work , and work overload

as the “causitive” factors . From the way the responses were

worded , the author hypothesizes that these personnel would be

more receptive to existing operational procedures and policies

- 
if there was a split pay scale (technical and non-technical

career fields) such that increased compensation would be

provided for effort expended beyond the normal eight hour work-

day which administrative and support personnel experience.

Overall job satisfaction mean scores of l6.77(OMS) and

16.99 (FMS) (based on Hoppock measurement scales with possible

scores ranging from four (4) to 28) coupled with a very small

percentage of the respondents expressing a desire to make the

military a career may well indicate that job satisfaction is

problematic. Analysis of the responses to the open-ended

question indicates that the level of job satisfaction within

this study group is low and that the existing work environment

is the primary “causitive” factor . Further, career intent

appears to be directly related to job satisfaction. More

rigorous examination of these ideas are discussed in the follow-
S 

ing sections.
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ANALYSIS OF JOB ATTITUDES

Correlation Analysis. Correlation analyses performed on

S the response data for the two sample populations supported the

conclusion that overall job satisfaction was more a function of

S 
satisfaction with the work environment factors than it was of

S satisfaction with the work itself. That is, overall, the cor-

relation between job satisfaction and the variables describing

the work environment was higher than it was for the variables

- describing the work itself. The Pearson correlation coeffi-

cient matrices for the total sample, the FMS, and the OHS sub-

S population responses are shown in Tables XII XIII, and XIV ,

S 

respectively. Analysis of the survey responses in total and
S 

- 
by work environment showed that growth satisfaction was the

variable most highly associated with job satisfaction. Growth S

satisfaction as measured by the JDS is defined as how much chal-

lenge a job provides, opportunity for accomplishment, potentiial

to exercise responsibility, and potential for personal growth

and development. The FMS group correlation was the highest at

0.82. The correlation between job satisfaction and growth satis-

faction for the total sample was 0.68, and for the OHS group it

was 0.58. Overall, the correlations between job satisfaction

and the variables describing the work environment were higher

than those between job satisfaction and the variables describing

the work itself. Task identity , task significance , and pay

satisfaction consistently showed the smallest degree of asso—

ciation with job satisfaction.
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The correlation matrices for job satisfaction showed fairly S

high intercorrelations for practically all variables measured by 
S

the JDS. This association between the variables suggests that

the job satisfaction factors are all interacting with each other

and seem to move together when determining job satisfaction.

Regression Analysis. This section will present the results

of the stepwise multiple regression analyses of job satisfaction

and career intent for the sample population , OMS, and FMS sub—

populations. Regression analysis was performed not to predict

job satisfaction or career intent, but merely to investigate the

relationships between the explanatory variables (all dimensions

tapped by the JDS) and the dependent variables (job satisfaction

S and career intent). In order for a variable to be considered a

significant “explanatory ” variable of either job satisfaction

or career intent, the variable had to be significant at least 
S

at the 0.10 level (0.25 level for career intent), and it had to

increase the amount of explained variance (R2 ) by more than 1.5

percent of the total explainable variance. The author felt that

this stopping rule would explain the majority of the variance

in terms of the most important factors and that inclusion of

variables which did not meet the stated criteria would not sig-

nificantly help in understanding either job satisfaction or

career intent. Some variables which were significant at 0.10

or less level (job satisfaction) or 0.25 or less level (career

intent) are not very powerful “explanatory ” variables; however

they are shown for descriptive purposes. S
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Tables XV , XVI , and XVII show the results of the job satis-

faction regression and Tables XIX , XX, and XXI show the S

results of the career intent regression for the total sample

population, the FMS sub—population , and the OMS sub—population ,

respectively . Only the dimensions (as measured by the JDS) which

appear to significantly influence job satisfaction or career

intent are given in the tables of results for each sample group.

The total amount of variance (R2) in the criterion variable is

given at each inclusion step along with the associated marginal

increase in R2. Associated statistical test data are also in-

cluded. A condensed correlation matrix , extracted from the

appropriate Pearson correlation matrix (Tables XII, XIII , and

XIV) has been provided for continuity purposes. Finally , the

explanatory model for job satisfaction or career intent is

given, using the regression coefficients.

Job Satisfaction. The regression analyses for the independ- S

ent groupings showed that the work environment factors were con-

sistently more effec~~ve in explaining the variance in job satis-

faction than the dimensions which describe the work itself. The

sum of the proportions of variance (R2) in job satisfaction ex-

plained by each type factor are shown in Table XVIII. 
S

Overall, growth satisfaction was the most “explanatory ”

variable in each of the predictor models. For the FMS population,

growth, security,  and social satisfaction were the statistically S

significant “explanatory ” variables. For the, OMS population ,

growth, security, and social satisfaction; feedback from the job;

motivation; and task identity were significant “explanatory ”
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S variables with the second significant variable, feedback from

the job providing only a 28.5 percent (R2 = 0.337) increase in

S the total explained variation over the amount explained by the

growth satisfaction variable. When the two independent sample

responses were combined and analyzed, three statistically signif-

S 
icant “explanatory ” variables were identified . Growth satis—

faction remained the most powerful predictor followed by

security satisfaction and skill variety which increased the

total explainable variance by 4.4 and 2.6 percent, respectively.

Table XVIII

Percentage Variance in Job Satisfaction
Explained by Regression Models

R2 Explained by R2 Explained by
Sample Total R2 Work Environment Job Core
Population (Explainable) Factor~ Dimensions

OMS .556 .427 (76.8)* .129 (23.2)*

FMS .725 .712 (98.2)* .017 ( l.8)*

Total .588 .533 (90.6)* .055 ( 9 4)*

S 

*percentage of total ex~lainab1e variance explained by the
given type of descriptive variable .

An examination of the beta weights revealed that, overall, the

growth satisfaction variable was much more important in d~eter-

mining the degree of job satisfaction as any other variable.

Career Intent. The ‘regressions for career intent were

composed of oni/ori~ variable with the variables being different
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S 

for each grouping . Overall, very little of the variance in

career intent could be explained by the JDS and job satisfaction

S variables measured by this “Job Attitude Survey” . The maximum

percentage of variance in career intent explained by all JDS

and job satisfaction ~Hoppock measure) measurements was 0.294

S which occurred for the OMS personnel . Of this total explainable
S 

variance, 58.1 percent was explained by the only significant

variable which was social satisfaction. The minimum percentage

S of variance in career intent explained by all JDS and job satis-

faction (Hoppock measure) measurements was 0.163 which occurred
S 

for the OMS and FMS personnel grouping. Of this total explain—

S able variance, 71.4 percent was explained by the only significant
S 

variable which was overall job satisfaction . For the FMS pop-

ulation , the only significant factor associated with career in-

tent was security satisfaction which accounted for 48.1 percent

of the total explainable variance (0.241). Tables XIX, XX , and

XXI show the results of the regression of career intent.

Although no specific factors could be identified which

were powerful “explanatory ” factors of career intent, exaxnina-

tion of the Pearson correlation coefficients showed that, re-

S lative to the factors describing the work itself, the work

environment factors were more closely associated with career

intent than the work itself. Overall, the intercorrelations

between the JDS , job satisfaction variables , and career intent

were very low with several of the intercorrelations being not

statistically different from zero. Therefore, one might sur-

mise that the variables involved with career intent, using this

instrument, are seemingly independent of each other .
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S DIAGNOSTIC EXAMINATION OF JOBS PERFORMED BY FMS AND OMS

S 

PERSONNEL

As discussed in Chapter IV, one of the major intended uses

of the JDS is to diagnose existing jobs to determine if work

redesign should be undertaken as a method of enhancing indi-

vidual job satisfaction and increasing total productive output. S

The activities included in this diagnostic determination were

as follows: (1) determination of whether or not motivation

and job satisfaction were problematic , (2) determination of the

motivating potential of the jobs, (3) identification of the

aspects of the job that may be causing problems , (4) deter-
S 

mination of whether or not the employees would support a re-

design program , and (5) identification of special problem

areas which may exist within the work environment.

The survey results upon which this diagnosis was perform-

ed are shown in Figur e 9, 10, and 11. In order to provide

more objective conclusions and recommendations, each work en- S

vironment was independently diagnosed . All conclusions con-

cerning maintenance personnel are based solely on the percep-

tions of this study population.

- 
Step 1. Are Motivation and Satisfaction Really Problem-

atic? Examination of the motivation and job satisfaction mean

scores for the two maintenance organizations showed that per-

sonnel working in both environments displayed relatively high

motivation to perform the tasks which they were assigned . Com-

pared with job satisfaction indices for enlisted personnel Air

Force wide , job satisfaction indices are lower for maintenance

personnel. Although no baseline job satisfaction indices have
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been previously documented for maintenance personnel, previous

analyses indicate that job satisfaction may be problematic.

This fact accompanied by low retention rates for maintenance

personnel, Air Force wide; and the small number of personnel

who expressed a desire to make the military a career led the

author to hypothesize that job satisfaction scores are low.

Therefore , diagnosis of the jobs performed by FMS and OMS per-

sonnel was based on the conclusion that job satisfaction was

problematic.

Step 2. Is the Job Low in Motivating Potential? Motivat-

ing potential scores (MPS) were 131 (FMS) and 100 (OMS) - Al-

though no MPS norms have been established for Air Force main-

tenance personnel, Hackman , et al , has established that the

average MPS value for all jobs surveyed is 125 (Hackman and

Suttle, 1977:134). Possible scores range from one (1) to 343.

Although the degree to which the employee is self-motivated to 
S

perform effectively on the job (internal work motivation) is

moderately high, the MP S for the OMS subpopulation may indicate

that the internal work motivation may be characteristic of the

individual rather than the work . A moderately high mean score

for internal work motivation and motivating potential scores

of FMS jobs supports the conclusion that the work does not

appear to greatly affect job satisfaction . The problem appears

to stem from the work environment factors (e.g. the pay plan,

the nature of supervision , growth satisfaction , and so on). 
S

Since the MPS for OMS jobs was “low” , the various aspects of 
S

the work were examined. S
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Step 3. What (If Any) Aspects of the Job Are Causing The S

S Difficulty? This step involved examination of the job on each S

of the five core dimensions to pinpoint specific strengths and

weaknesses of the job as it currently exists. An OMS job

“profile” is shown in Figure 11. Examination of the profile in-

dicates that the “low ” MPS results because of a perceived defic—

ency on the autonomy dimension. The mean score on this dimension

does not indicate an apparent major deficiency; however, the

S author suggests that the work procedures be examined and modi—

fied (where possible) in an attempt to provide more autonomy

for OMS personnel. Mean scores for all other dimensions are

moderately high.

Step 4. How “Ready ” Are The Employees For Change? An

important factor in planning specific action steps is determi-

nation of growth need strength of the personnel since workers

which are high on growth needs usually respond. more readily to

job change than do workers with little need for growth. The

individual growth need strength mean score was 5.42 with a

possible range of scores of one (1) to seven (7); therefore,

any change program should be favorably accepted .

Step 5. What Special Problems and Opportunities Are

Present In The Existing Work System? Based on this diagnosis

of FMS and OMS jobs and analysis of the satisfaction of person-

nel with the various aspects of their organizational life, the

author believes that primary emphasis should be placed on

changing the administrative policies and operational procedures S

rather than pursuing an all-inclusive job redesign program . S

The “low ” degree of job satisfaction appears to stem from
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dissatisfaction with the organizational environment; not the

work itself.

S~~
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VI. OVERVIEW, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

S 

SUMMARY OF THEORY SYNTHESIS
S 

Examination of organizational environments tends to show

that opportunities abound for enhancing the quality of work life

of people in organizations. Some of the benefits that can be

expected from such improvements include more motivated, more

satisfied , and more productive employees and more efficient and

adaptive organizations . Oftentimes, these opportunities go uz~-

recognized because management personnel are unaware of the poten-

tial gains that might be reaped from the improved quality of work

S l ife, or management personnel do not have the knowledge and abil-

ities needed to bring about the required changes. This study has

S been an attempt to provide both a greater awareness of the pro-

blems and opportunities associated with the quality of work life

S in an aircraft maintenance complex and to provide a better under-

standing of the approaches which management may take in an attempt S

to capitalize on these opportunities.

In. recent years, a number of strategies for enhancing moti-

va tion , job satisfaction, and career intent have been proposed ,

S evangelized , and assessed by behavioral scientists , psychologists ,

and managers. However , reports of these e f fo rts are not collec-

tively published nor readily available to those who might learn

from the application of this knowledge. In conducting this

research , an attempt was made to adopt a more integrative pro-

spective. The preliminary chapters seek : (1) to assimilate

several major theoretical approaches dealing with worker attitudes
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and intentions; and (2) to outline some generally accepted and

effective methods for change activities and attempt to determine

S 
their appropriateness for improving the quality of work life

within an aircraft maintenance complex. This synthesis of know-

ledge is intended to both stimulate and guide futur e change

activities.

Due to the multiplicity of approaches that describe jobs

and job structures, particular change problems become very

complex. All these various approaches have some common charac-

teristics , foremost of which is that they are all based on indi-

vidual perceptions. Job satisfaction , for example, is a subjective

rather than an objective expression , and therefore no general job

satisfaction, job enrichment program can be formulated . Since

there is little commonality among the approaches , each approach
55 

makes certain implicit assumptions about the nature of man which

are based on divergent models of man.

The quality of work l i fe and organizat ional  productivity S

are affected by the nature of man-—his  needs and desires , int rinsic

and extrinsic reward systems, managerial style and principles , the

design of work , and several other attributes of organizations and

their environments. The author has tried to provide some per—

spectives and tools that may facilitate the development of usable

S and useful strategies for change within each of these general

areas. Maslow ’s theoretical “hierarchy of ~~ot~ncy ” provides

an insight into the needs and need strengths of the individual;

McGregor ’s and Argyris ’ theories of man, when e~.trapo1ated to 
S
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the management arena, provide the concept of a “proper ” organi-

zational environment. This “proper ” environment affords the

S individual the opportunity to simultaneously contribute to the

fulfillment of both his own higher level needs and the organi-

zation ’s goals. However, if the individual is to accomplish this,

S 
he must be motivated. The motivation and job design theories of

Herzberg , Vroom , and Hackman and Oldiiam provide theoretica . solu—

tions to this problem. The intent was not to provide either final

S solutions nor specific prescriptions for change , but to provide

an insight into what may be required if the behavioral sciences

are to effectively guide maintenance personnel or maintenance

organizational development.

S Using this synthesis of job satisfaction and job enrichment

S theories as a framework , an analysis of job attitudes was per-

formed on a group of f ighter aircraft maintenance personnel. This

analysis involved a measure of the degree of job satisfaction,

career intent, and identification of those work/work environment

factors which tend to have the greatest influence on motivation ,

job satisfaction, and enrichment potential. Additionally , each

work environment was analyzed in an attempt to determine if (and

what) inherent enrichment potentials did exist.

DISCUSSION OF ANALYSIS RESULTS

Since no job satisfac tion indices have been established for

aircraf t maintenance personnel, the author can not objectively

state that the personnel comprising this study group are satisfied

or dissatisfied with their jobs. Job satisfac tion indices of
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16.77 and 16.99 , OMS and FMS subpopulations respectively , may

constitute normative satisfaction indices for these types of work
S 

and work environments. However , when the indices for this study
S 

group are compared with job satisfaction indices for similar

populations performing a variety of jobs within the Air Force,

maintenance per sonnel appear to be less satisfied with their jobs

S 
than their counterparts Air Force wide and Air Force personnel in

general.

Documented job satisfaction indices for various subgroupings

of Air Force personnel are consistently higher than those for sub-

groupings involved in this study. Independent research and con-

sulting effor ts by Air Force Institute of Technology Systems

S Management Department personnel have resulted in an accumulated

mean job satisfaction score (N = 1331) of 17.85 (Manley, et al ,

1975:8) , and Quality of Air Force Life (QOAFL) Surveys (May 1975

and May 1977) have established mean job satisfaction scores of

5 17.69 and 17.77 respectively for the total Air Force population

(Manley , et al, 197 5:8 and McNichols , 1977). Although enlisted

personnel, Air Force wide, do in fact have a lower mean job satis-

faction score than officers (17.48 vs. 18.71, QOAFL— 1 and 17.57

vs.- 18.72, QOA.FL—2) the total subpopulation still appears to be

more satisfied with their jobs than maintenance personnel.

A comparative analysis of mean job satisfaction scores for

the two subpopulations indicates that there is no significant

difference in job satisfaction levels for OMS and FMS personnel.

Further , although the more “ seasoned” , supervisory personnel

exhibit a higher mean job satisfaction score than do the less
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experienced , non-supervisory personnel, the difference in the degree

of job satisfaction is not statistically significant. According to

motivation and job satisfaction theories , one would expect a
S 

higher degree of job satisfaction to be experienced by FMS and

supervisory personnel than by OMS and non-supervisory personnel.

Using the five core job dimensions (skill variety, task identity ,

task significance , autonomy , and feedback from the job) as a basis

for evaluation, the work performed by OMS and FM S personnel was

analyzed in order to gain an insight into the lack of difference

in job satisfaction levels.

Analysis of the types of work performed by each group showed

that, in fact , FMS jobs are significantly dif ferent  in terms of

challenge, complexity, achievement, and associated responsibility

with these factor s being more explicit in FMS jobs than in OMS

jobs. Further, analysis of the mean scores for each of the core

job dimensions indicate that the personnel in both OMS and FMS

S organizations are moderately satisfied with the jobs as they are

presently structured. The only possible exception is for OMS

personnel who perceive a lack of autonomy in performance of their

tasks. Due to the nature of their work , the author concludes that

the only way that OMS personnel can be given more autonomy is to

re tain the job procedures as they are currently stated but allow

the personnel flexibility in scheduling work and applying personal

techniques which work best for them.

Although normative data collected for work groups performing

similar tasks in differen t work environments can not be used as

baseline data for evaluating the influence of work factors on
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overall job satisfaction, the core job dimension scores for this

study group parallels those norms which have been established for
S similar work groupings . The only notable exception is autonomy.

5 The moderately high mean scores for the core job dimension

S measurements, the lack of difference in job satisfaction level

existing in jobs which are sijnificantly different in terms of

S motivators, and the responses to an open—ended question in the

survey led the author to conclude that maintenance personnel do

S not perceive the work itself (actual performance of the job) as

S the most potent source of overall job satisfaction. That is, the

S degree of overall job satisfaction is more dependent on the work

S environment factors than on the work itself. It may be that the

adverse working conditions are perceived by the maintenance per-

sonnel as the major b lock to any meaningful  job satisfaction

from the work itself . However , the author hypothesizes that the

workers are receiving satisfaction from the work , and that work

environment factors are creating a significant am~~unt of job

dissatisfaction.

Factors Effect ing Job Satisfaction. Preliminary analysis of

the factors associated with job satisfaction revealed that the
S 

demographic variables were not very powerful “explanatory ” factors

for job satisfaction determinations. These results are consistent S

with those obtained by Madia (1974: 131) and Thompson (1975:122) .

Madia (1974:131) concludes that “The demographic variables....

simply do not provide an adequate model for job satisfaction in

the Air Force ” . The maximum amount of variance in job satisfaction

that could be accounted for using any subgrouping of this survey

population was 19.0 percent.
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The work •nvironmen t factors, growth satisfaction and security 
S

satisfaction , are the most meaningful factors when speaking of job

satisfaction. These factors appeared in correlation , regression

ana lysis, and supplementary analyses (AID and canonical correlation)

f or each analysis grouping . The most influential factor was growth 
S

satisfaction accounting for 79 .4  percent of the total explainable

variance in job satisfaction for the total sample population.

Percentages for the individual organizations were 60.6  for OMS

and 9 2 . 0  for FMS .

Security satisfaction was a lesser but still important factor

in job satisfaction for each analysis grouping. Feedback from the

job was found to be significantly lower for OMS than FMS personnel.

This came as a surprise since the nature of OMS tasks is such that

direct and immediate feedback normally occurs. Apparently , feed-

back from the job is perceived as an indication of job completion,

S 
but, for the FMS personnel, it is a function of how well the work

was done.

S Analysis on the total population showed that the core job
S 

dimensions (skill variety , feedback from the job, and task iden-

tity) are significant factors (p < 0.05 level of significance) in

influencing job satisfaction. Considering the small amount of

variance (23.2%—OMS, l.8%—FMS, and 9.4%—total population)

explained by the five core dimensions it would seem that the work

itself does not enhance job satisfaction to a high degree for the

participants in this study. However, work environment factors

were found to produce more dissatisfaction and thereby tend to

overshadow the satisfaction inherent within the work itself.
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Factors Effecting Career Intent. For the sample population

S as a whole, overall job satisfaction is the most important factor

in explaining career intent . When the sample population is split

into the individual organizations, the work environment factors

become the most important factors in explaining career intent; in

S which case the most important variable in depicting career intent

S 
for FMS personnel is security satisfaction, and for OMS personnel

it is social satisfaction. Secondary factors which acc~ u.~t for

very little variation in career intent range from task identity,

security satisfaction, and supervisory satisf action for the total

sample ; to task significance , skill variety,  and task identity for

S the FMS grouping; to supervisory satisfaction, task significance ,

S and feedback from the job for the OMS grouping (significant at

p < 0.25 level of significance). Overail, job satisfaction stem—

mirig from satisfaction with the work environment is the best

indicator of career intent, as measured by the Job Diagnostic Survey .

Enr ichment Potential by Work Environment. Diagnostic analysis

of the different work environments indicate that an all-inclusive

work redesign program is unwarranted for either maintenance organi-

zation. Worker motivation appears to be moderately high; however S

personal job satisfaction indices appear to be low. Previous dis- S

cussion has established that this appears to be caused by work

environment factors rather than the work design factors . An

analysis of the work situation in terms of current policies and

procedures should prove beneficial in identifying problems asso— S

ciated with job satisfaction. Evaluation of the responses

received to the open-ended question contained in the survey

showed that 58.8 percent of the 148 who plan to separate or who
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are undecided about separating listed administrative policies and

operating procedures as the basis for their decision . More spe-

cifically , 25.7 percent of these individuals , (n = 148), identi-

fied the twelve hour work days, shift work , and work overload as

the “causitive” factors. The most common observation was that

personnel are disgruntled with work days extending beyond eight

hours with no additional compensation. Support personnel work an

eight hour day within more pleasant environments , yet the compen-

sation is commensurate with grade; not effort expended. Results

S and responses were equivalent and consistent throughout each work

environment.

The most degraded aspect of the work itself exists within the

OMS organization, and it is within the autonomy dimension . As

previously discussed , the nature of the work gives very little

flexibili ty in redesigning jobs to enhance this dimension. Flexi- 
S

bility in scheduling work and app lying persona l techniques to task

performance rather than requiring strict adherence to rigid pro-

cedures may enhance this dimension .

CONCLUSIONS

Job satisfaction is primarily dependent on growth satisfaction

which is a measure of how much challenge a job provides, opportunity

for accomplishment, potential to exercise responsibility , and

potential for personal growth and development. Growth satisfaction

coupled with the second significant factor, security satisfaction ,

is considered to indicate that maintenance personnel are future

oriented. That is, the opportunity to achieve and to develop
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greatly affects perceived job satisfaction and career intent . The

more sought after responsible jobs are seen as means-to—an ultimate

S goal of job satisfaction and an Air Force career with the current

job providing a baseline.

Job satisfaction and career intent can be explained by the

same category of factors (work environment); however , personnel

within each individual organization perceive work satisfaction/

dissatisfaction as being functions of different work environment

factors. Comparative analysis of job satisfaction indices for this

study group with those for other Air Force populations indicate

S that maintenance personnel are not as highly satisfied with their

jobs as their counterparts. Examination of the mean scores for

the core job dimensions characterizing the jobs indicates that

satisfaction with the work itself did not provide significant dif-

ferences . The lack of significant findings appears to stem from

dissatisfaction with the work environment. The result is that

S dissatisfaction with the work environment factors appears to

ov~rshadow satisfaction with the work content, thereby reducing S

overall satisfaction.

Based on the f indings of this research , the author hypothesizes

that, for the Air Force maintenance personnel studied , career

intent is a function of job satisfaction but job satisfaction is S

not a function of career intent. As job satisfaction increases ,

the attractiveness of an Air Force career also increases.

Results of this study lead the author to conclude that no

major job redesign program should be undertaken in either main-

tenance organization. The findings do suggest that administrative S

and personnel policies and operational procedures could be reviewed
146
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and modified in order to eliminate the dissatisfactions identified

in this study .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
S

Currently, plans exist whereby tactical aircraft maintenance

S complexes will be reorganized into a “semi-squadron maintenance”

concept (POMO). The job structures will remain basically the same;

however , significant changes in administrative and operational

policies and procedures should accompany the reorganization. The

author recommends that a study of this nature be performed on the

same organization after the reorganization of maintenance resources

has occurred in order to determine the effectiveness of the change.

This study was conducted at one point in time on a limited

sample size which is continually subject to changing operational

requirements. A replication of this study on the same sample

population or on a larger sample population at a future point in

time may show what factors remain constant in affecting job satis-

faction and career intent determinants for maintenance personnel , S

as well as trends within the sample population . The relative

changes in significance levels of the “explanatory ” factors which

remain significant determinants may be of interest and use to

Air Force planners. Baseline data for this sample population is S

contained in Appendix F.

Finally , investigation of the same type of maintenance jobs

in other commands may reveal the effects of intra-command policies

and procedures on job satisfaction and career intent .
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APPENDIX A

JOB ATTITUDE SURVEY
(Job DiP; ..~stic Survey Short Form

and
Hoppock Job Satisfaction Blank)
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USAF SCN 77—115
Expires 30 Sep 77

S 

JOB ATTITUDE SURVEY 1

This questionnaire is designed to assist in the study of
your job and to show how it affects you. The survey data will
help to determine how jobs can be better designed by obtaining
information about how people react to different kinds of jobs.

On the following pages, you will find several different
kinds of questions about your job. Specific instructions are
given at the start of each section. Please read them carefully .
It should take about f ifteen minutes to complete the entire
questionnaire. S

S The questions are desi gned to measure your perceptions
of your job and your reaction to it. Please answer

5 each item as honestly and frankly as possible . Your
individua l answers will be held in the strictest con-
fidence.

Thank you for your cooperation and participa tion .

WALTER J. GUTHRIE, Capt , USAF
Student,  Air Force Inst i tute  of Technology
Wright-Patterson AFB , OH 454 33

1Eased on the JDS Short Form as proposed by Hackman and Oldharn
(Hackman , et al,  1974a: 6 2 — 6 9 )
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PRIVACY STATEMENT

S In accordance with paragraph 30, AFR 12-35 , the following
S information is provided as required by the Privacy Act of 1974:

a. Authority :

(1) DOD Instruction 1100.13, 17 April 1968 , Surveys of
Department of Defense Personnel; and/or

(2) APR 178—9 , 9 October 1973, Air Force Military
S Survey Program; and/or

(3) 5 U . S . C .  301 and 10 U . S . C .  8012 , Secretary of the
Air Force, Powers, Duties, Delegation by Compensation.

b. Principle Purposes. The survey is being conducted to
collect information to be used in research aimed at illuminating
and providing inputs to the solution of problems of interest to
the Air Force and/or DOD .

5 c. Routine Uses . The survey data will be converted to in-
formation for use in research of management related problems .
Results of the research , based on the data provided , will be in-
cluded in written master ’s theses and may also be included in
published articles, reports , or texts. Distribution of the re-
sults of the research , based on the survey data, whether in
written form or presented orally, will be unlimited .

d. Participation in this survey is entirely voluntary .

e. No adverse action of any kind may be taken against any
individual who elects not to participate in any or all of this
survey .
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

All information in this section will be held in the strictest
confidence ; no one in your organization will  have access to indi-
vidual responses.

1. What is your present active duty grade? (Check one)

_____A. E-l _____F. E— 6
S _____B. E— 2 _____G. E—7
S C. E-3 _____H. E-8
• 

- 

D. E—4 _____I. E—9
S _____E . E— 5

2. How much total active federal military service have you
completed? (Check one )

_____A. Less than one year
_____B. 1 — 4 years
_____C. 5 — 8 years
_____D. 9 — 12 years
_____E. 13 - 16 years
_____F. Over 16 years

3. What is your age? (Check one)

_____A. Under 20 years
S _____B. 21 — 25 years

_____C. 26 - 30 years
_____D. 31 — 35 years
_____E. 36 — 40 years
_____F. 41 - 45 years
_____G. Over 45 years

4. What is your highest education level? (Check one)

_____A. Grade School
_____B. Some High School

- _____C. High School Graduate
_____D. Some College
_____E. College Graduate
_____F. Some Graduate Work
_____G. Graduate Degree

5. What is your sex?

_____ 
Male 

_____ 
Female

5 6. What is your marital status?

_____ 
Married 

_____ 
Not Married 

S
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7. What is your organizational identifier? (Check one)

____A. AMS
_____B. FMS
____ C. MMS
____D . OMS
_____E. Other (please specify 

__________

8. What is your current specialty code (AFSC)?

9. What skill level do you hold in your current job specialty?

S A. 3 Leve l
_____B. 5 Level

S C. 7 Level
_____D . 9 Level

10. Have you worked in your present career field throughout your
S Air Force career ?

_____ 
Yes 

_____ 
No

If no , how long have you worked in your present career field?

_____A. Less than one year
_____B. 1 — 4 years

S _____C. 5 — 8 years
_____D. 9 — 12 years
_____E. Over 12 years

11. Do you supervise others?

S 
_____  

Yes 
_____  

No

If yes , how many personnel do you supervise? (Check one)

_____A. Less than 5 personnel
S B. 6 - 10 personnel

- C. 11 - 15 personnel
_____D. 16 — 20 personnel
_____E. 21 — 30 personnel
_____F. Over 30 personnel

12. Do you intend to stay in the Air Force beyond your present
commitment? (Check one)

_____A. No, I am separating.
_____B. No, I am retiring.
_____C. Undecided
_____D. Yes
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If the answer to this question is NO or UNDECIDED, please
answer the following question.

13. Is your present job a major factor in your decision?

_ _ _ _ _  
No 

_ _ _ _ _  
Yes

If YES, in what way? Your comments will be most helpful in
makii~~ any recommendations for change deemed necessary by
this study.
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USAF SCN 77— 121
Expires 30 Sep 77

SECTION ONE

This part of the questionnaire asks you to describe
your job , as objectively as you can.

Please do not use this part of the questionnaire to show how
much you li~~ or dislike your job. Questions about that will come
later. Instead , try to make your descriptions as accurate and ob-
jective as you possibly can .

A sample question is given below.

A. TO WHAT EXTENT DOES YOUR JOB REQUIRE YOU TO WORK WITH
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT?

• 1 2 3 4 5 7

Very little; Moderately Very much; the
- the job requires job requires

almost no contact almost constant
with mechanical work with mech-
equipment of any anical equip-

• kind. ment.

NOTE : You are to circle the number which is the most accurate
description of your job.

If , for example , your job requires you to work with mechanical
equipment a good deal of the time—-but also requires some paperwork-—
you might circle the number six, as was done in the example above.
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1. TO WHAT EXTENT DOES YOUR JOB REQUIRE YOU TO WORK CLOSELY WITH
OTHER PEOPLE (EITHE R “CLIENTS”, OR PEOPLE IN RELATED JOBS IN

S YOUR OWN ORGANIZATION ) ?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very little; Moderately ; Very much;
dealing with some dealing dealing with
other people with others is people is an

• is not at all necessary . absolutely
necessary in essential part

S doing the job. of doing the
job.

2. HOW MUCH AUTONOMY IS THERE IN YOUR JOB? THAT IS, TO WHAT
EXTENT DOES YOUR JOB PERMIT YOU TO DECIDE ON YOUR OWN HOW TO
GO ABOUT DOING THE WORK?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very little; Moderate auton- Very much; the
the job gives me omy ; many things job gives me al-
almost no personal are standardized most complete

S “say ” about how and and not under my responsibility
S when the work is control , but I can for deciding how

S done , make some decisions and when the work
about the work. is done.

3. TO WHAT EXTENT DOES YOUR JOB INVOLVE DOING A “WHOLE” AND IDEN
S TIFIABLE PIECE OF WORK? THAT IS , IS THE JOB A COMPLETE PIECE
S OF WORK THAT HAS AN OBVIOUS BEGINNING AND END? OR IS IT ONLY

A SMALL PART OF THE OVERALL PIECE OF WORK, WHICH IS FINISHED
BY OTHER PEOPLE OR BY AUTOMATIC MACHINES?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

My job is only My job is a My job involves
a tiny part of moderate—sized doing the whole
the overall piece “chunk” of the piece of work,

S of work; the re— overall piece of from start to
suits of my activ— work; my own con— finish; the results
ities cannot be tribution can be of my activities
seen in the final seen in the final are easily seen in
product or service, outcome. the final product

S or service.
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• 4. HOW MUCH VARIETY IS THERE IN YOUR JOB? THAT IS, TO WHAT
EXTENT DOES THE JOB REQUIRE YOU TO DO MANY DIFFERENT THINGS
AT WORK, USING A VARIETY OF YOUR SKILLS AND TALENTS?

5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very little; the Moderate Very much; the
job requires me variety, job requires me
to do the same to do many dif-
routine things ferent things,
over and over using a number
again, of different

• skills and talents.

5 5. IN GENERAL, HOW SIGNIFICANT OR IMPORTANT IS YOUR JOB? THAT
IS, ARE THE RESULTS OF YOUR WORK LIKELY TO SIGNIF ICANT LY
AFFECT THE LIVES OR WELL-BEING OF OTHER PEOPLE ?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Not very signifi- Moderate Highly signif i-
cant; the out- significant, cant; the outcomes

S comes of my work of my work can
are not likely to affect other people
have important in very important
effects on other ways.
people.

6. TO WHAT EXTENT DO MANAGERS OR CO-WORKERS LET YOU KNOW HOW
WELL YOU ARE DOING IN YOUR JOB?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very little; Moderately; Very much ;
people almost Sometimes people managers or co-
never let me may give me “feed- workers provide
know how well back” ; other times me with almost
I am doing. they may not, constant “feed-

back” abou t how
well I am doing.
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7. TO WHAT EXTENT DOES DOING THE JOB ITSELF PROVIDE YOU WITH
INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR WORK PERFORMANCE? THAT IS, DOES THE
ACTUAL WORK ITSELF PROVIDE CLUES ABOUT HOW WELL YOU ARE DOING S
--ASIDE FROM ANY “FEEDBACK” CO-WORKERS OR SUPERVISORS MAY
P ROV IDE?

1 2 . . .  3 4 5 6 7

Very little; Moderately; Very much; the
the job itself sometimes doing job is set up so

S is set up so I the job provides that I get almost
could work for- “feedback” to me; constant “feed-
ever without sometimes it does back” as I wcrk
finding out how not, about how well I
well I am doing. am doing.
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SECTION TWO

Listed below are a number of statements which could be used to
describe a job.

You are to indicate whether each statement is an
accurate or inaccurate description of your job.

Once agai n, please try to be as objective as you can in deciding
how accurately each statement describes your job——regardless of
whether you like or dislike your job.

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the
following scale :

HOW ACCURATE IS THE STATEMENT IN DESCRIBING YOUR JOB?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Very Mostly Slight ly Uncertain Slightly Mostly Very

Inaccurate Inaccurate Inaccurate Accurate Accurate Accurate

1. The job requires me to use a number of complex of high-
level skills.

2. The job requires a lot of cooperative work wi th  other
people.

3. The job is arranged so that I do not have the chance to do
an entire piece of work from beginning to end.

4. Just doing the work required by the job provides many
chances for  me to f igure out how well I am doing.

5. The ~~ is quite simple and repetitive.

6. The job can be done adequately by a person working alone--
S without talking or checking with other people.

7. The supervisors and co—workers on this job almost never
give me any “feedback” about how well I am doing in my
work.

8. This job is one where a lot of other people can be affected
by how well the work gets done.

9. The job denies me any chance to use my personal initiative
or judgment in carry ing out the work.

10. Supervisors often let me know how well they think I am
performing the job.
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S HOW ACCURATE IS THE STATEMENT IN DESCRIBING YOUR JOB?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Very Mostly Slightly Uncertain Slightly Mostly Very

Inaccurate Inaccurate Inaccurate Accurate Accurate Accurate

11. The job provides me the chance to completely finish the
piece of work I begin .

12. The job itself provides very few clues about whether or
not I am performing well.

13. The job gives me considerable opportunity for independence
and freedom in how I do the work.

14. The job itself is not very significant or important in the
broader scheme of E~Tngs.

S 15.* There is good rapport between superiors and the subordi-
nates in this organization.

S 

16.* When there is personal conflict in the organization, those
involved openly discuss the problem. S

____l7.* My immediate supervisor communicates often with me.

____18.* For every situation there is an appropriate regulation .

____j9,* I am encouraged to be innovative in the performance of
my tasks.

____20.* My supervisor provides me with adequate information to
perform my job in the best manner .

____2l.* Rewards and encouragement outweigh threats and criticism .

____22 . * The working environment is relaxed .

____23.* The chain of command is strictly enforced .

____24 .. * It is hard to get people higher up in this organization 
S

to listen to people at my level. S

____25. * I am encouraged to say what I really think .

____26.* Strict obedience of orders is important here .

____27.* Relations between different levels of organization are 
S

informal .  S

*These questions are not part of the JDS as proposed by Hackman
and Oldham . These questions consider organizat ional  climate 

S

measurements.
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S

Now please indicate how you personally feel about your job.

S 
Each of the statements below is something that a person might say
about his or her job, You are to indicate your own , personal
feelings about your job by marking how much you agree with each
of the statements.

S 

Write a number in the blank for each statement, based on this scale:

S 

HOW MUCH DO YOU AGREE WITH THE STATEMENT?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Disagree Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree Agree
Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly

5 1. My op inion of myself goes up when I do this job well.

2. Generally speak ing , I am very satisfied with this job .

3. I feel a great sense of personal satisfaction when I do
this job well.

_____4. I frequently think of qui t t ing this job .

_____5. I feel bad and unhappy when I discover that I have per-
formed poorly on this job.

_____6. I am generally satisfied with the kind of work I do in
this job .

7. My own feelings generally are not af fected much one way
or the other by how well I do on this job .

_____8.* In this organization people are rewarded in proportion to
the excellence of their performance.

_____9, * There is a great deal of cr i t ic ism in this organization.

____l0.

~ 

There are not enough rewards or recognition given in this
organization for doing good work.

*These questions are not part of the JDS as proposed by Hackman
and Oldhaxn . These questions consider organizational climate
measurements .
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SECTION FOUR*

• rNOW please indicate how satisfied you are with each aspect of
your job listed below . Once again , write the appropriate number
in the blank beside each statement.

S $~ W SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH THIS ASPECT OF YOUR JOB?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S Extremely Dissatisfied Slightly Neutral Slightly Satisfied Extremely

Dissat isf ied Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfied

1. The amount of personal growth and development I get in
doing my job .

2. The people I talk to and work with on my job .

3. The degree of respect and fair treatment I receive from
my boss.

4. The feeling of worthwhile accomplishment I get from doing
my job .

5. The chance to get to know other people while on the job.

6. The amount of support and guidance I receive from my
supervisor.

7. The amount of independent thought and action I can exer-
cise in my job.

8. The chance to help other people while at work .

9. The amount of challenge in my job .

10. The overall quality of the supervision I receive in my work.

11. The amount of job security I have.

12. The amount of pay and fringe benefits I receive.

13. The degree to which I am fairly paid for what I contribute
to this organization.

14. How secure things look for me in the fu tu re  in this
organization.

*The order in which the questions are asked does not conform to
the order in the JDS.
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SECTION FIVE

Listed below are a number of characteristics which could be present
c.~ any ‘~ b. People differ about how much they would like to have
each one present in their own jobs. We are interested in learning
how much you personally would like to have each one present in your S

j ob.

Using the scale below , please indicate the degree to
which you would like to have each characteristic pres— S

ent in your job .

NOTE : The numbers on this scale are different from those used in
previous scales. ]

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Would line Would like Would like
having this having this having this
only a ILoderate very much extremely
amount (or less)

1. High respect and fair treatment from my supervisor .

2. Stimu ating and challenging work .

3. Chances to exercise independent thought and action in
my job.

4. Great job security .

5. Very friendly co—workers.

6. Opportunities to learn new things from my work. 5

7. High salary and good fringe benefit~~.

8. Opportunities to be creative and imaginative in my work .

9. Quick promotions.

10. Opportunities for personal growth and development in ~ny
job.

11. A sense of worthwhile accomplishment in my work .
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SECTION SIX

S For the following questions choose the response that best reflects
your feeling about your job. Circle the number that most accu-
rately reflects your feelings.

1. WHICH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING SHOWS HOW MUCH OF THE TIME YOU
FEEL SATISFIED WITH YOU R JOB ?

1. All the time.
2. Most of the time.
3. A good deal of the time.
4. About half of the time.
5. Occasionally.
6. Seldom .
7. Never.

2. CHOOSE THE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS WHICH BEST TELLS
S HOW WELL YOU LIKE YOUR JOB .

1. I hate it.
2. I dislike it.
3. I don ’t like it.
4. I am indif ferent  to it.
5. I like it.
6. I am enthusiastic about it.
7. I love it.

3. WHICH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING BEST TELLS HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT
CHANGING YOUR JOB?

1. I would quit this job at once if I could.
2. I would take almost any other job in which I could earn

as much as I am earning now . S

3. I would like to change both my job and my occupation .
4. I would like to exchange my present job for another one.
5. I am not eager to change my job , but I would do so if I

could get a better job .
6. I cannot think of any jobs for which I would exchange.

- 
7. I would not exchange my job for any other.

4. WHICH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING SHOWS HOW YOU THINK YOU COMPARE
WITH OTHER PEOPLE ?

1. No one likes his job better than I like mine .
2. I like my job much better than most people like theirs.
3. I like my job better than most people like theirs.
4. I like my job about as well as most people like theirs.
5. I dislike my job more than most people disl ike theirs .
6. I dislike my job much more than most people dislike theirs.
7. No one dislikes his job more than I dislike mine .
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1APPENDIX B

SCORING KEY FOR THE SHORT FORM

OF THE JOB D IAGNOSTIC

SURVEY

1(Hackman and Oldham , l 9 7 4 a : 7 0- 7 3)
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SCORING KEY FOR THE SHORT FORM OF THE JOB DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY

The Short Form of the Job Di agnostic Survey (JDS) measures
several characteristics of jobs, the reactions of the respondents
to their jobs, and the growth need strength of the respondents.
Some of the scales tapped by the JDS are not included in the
Short Form; others are measured with fewer items . The scales
measuring the objective job dimensions are; however , identical
with those in the JDS.

S Each variable measured by the JDS Shor t Form is listed below ,
along with (a) a one or two sentence description of the variable,
and (b) a list of the questionnaire items which are averaged to
yield a summary score for the variable.

* * * *

I. JOB DIMENSIONS : Objective characteristics of the job itself.

A. Skill Variety : The degree to which a job requires a
variety of d i f f e ren t  activities in carrying out the work , which
involves the use of a number of d i f f e r en t  skills and talents of
the employee.

Average the following items :

Section One #4
Section Two #1

#5 (reversed scoring——i.e., subtract
the number entered by the reson—
dent from 8)

B. Task Identity : The degree to which the job requires the
completion of a “whole ” and identif iable piece of w o r k — — i . e . ,
doing a job from beg inning to end with a visible outcome.

Average the following items :

Section One #3
S Section Two #11

#3 (reversed scoring)

C. Task Significance: The degree to which the job has a
substantial impact on the lives or work of other people—-whether
in the immediate organization or in the external environment.

Average the following items :

Section One *5
Section Two #8

#14 (reversed scoring)
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D. Autonomy: The degree to which the job provides substan-
tial freedom , independence , and discretion to the employee in

S scheduling his work and in determining the procedures to be used
in carrying it out .

Average the following items:

Section One #2
Section Two #1-3

#9 (reversed scoring)

E. Feedback from the Job Itself: The degree to which
carrying out the work activities required by the ~ob results inthe employee obtaining information about the ’effectiveness of his
or her performance.

Average the following items :

Section One #7
Section Two #4

#12 (reversed scoring)

S F. Feedback from Agents: The degree to which the employee
receives information about his or her performance effect iveness
from supervisors or from co-workers. (This construct is not a job
characteristic per se , and is included only to provi de information
supplementary to construct (E) above.)

Average the following items:

Section One #6
Section Two #10

#7 (reversed scoring)

G. Dealing with Others: The degree to which the job requires
the employee to work closely with other people (whether other or-
ganization members or organizational “clients”). S

Average the following items :

S Section One #1
Section Two #2

#6 (reversed scoring) S

II. EFFECTIVE RESPONSES TO THE JOB: The private, effective
reactions or feel ings an emp1~~ee gets from working on his job.

A. Genera l Satisfaction:  An overall measure of the degree
to which the employee is satisfied and happy in his or her work.

Average the following items : 5
5

Section Three #2
#6
#4 (reversed scoring)
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B. Internal Work Motivation: The degree to which the
employee is self—motivated to perform effectively on the job.

S 
Average the following items:

S Section Three # 1
#3• #5
#7 (reversed scoring)

C. Specific Satisfaction :* These short scales tap several
specific aspects of the employee ’s job satisfaction .

Cl. “Pay” satisfaction. Average items #2 (12) and #9
(13) of Section Four.

C2. “Security ” satisfaction . Average items #1 (11) and
#11 (14) of Section Four.

S C3. “Social” satisfaction . Average items #4 (2), #7 (5)
S and #12 (8) of Section Four.

C4. “Supervisory ” satisfaction . Average items #5 (3),
#8 (6), and #14 (10) of Section Four.

S CS. “Growth” satisfaction. Average items #3 (1), #6 (4),
#10 (7), and #13 (9) of Section Four .

*N~ pJ~ers in parentheses show the order in which the questions were
asked in Section Four (4).

III. INDIVIDUAL GROWTH NEED STRENGTH: This scale taps the degree
S to which an employee has strong vs. weak desire to obtain “growth”

satisfactions from his or her work.

Average the six items from Section Five listed below. Before
averaging , subtract 3 from each item score; this will  result  in a
summary scale ranging from one to seven. The items are: #2, #3,
#6, #8, #10, and #11.

IV. MOTIVATING POTENTIAL SCORE: A score reflecting the potential
of a job for eliciting positive internal work motivation on the
par t of emp loyees (especially those with high desire for growth
need satisfaction) is given below .

Skill Task Task Feedback
MPS = Variety+Identi ty+Significance X Autonomy X from the

3 Job
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APPENDIX C

JOB DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY

INSTRUMENT VALIDITY
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Instrument Validity

Various forms of the JDS have been administered by Hackman

and Oldham to over 1500 individuals holding more than 100 difter-

ent types of jobs within 15 different organizations throughout

the United States (Hackman and Oldham , l974a:8). The sample

population characteristics were highly heterogeneous and ran

the spectrum from blue collar worker to the professional worker.

Results obtained from each study group have validated the reli-

abilities of the JDS scales which were originally based on data

obtained from 658 workers engaged in 62 different jobs in seven

organizations . Although the JDS has undergone three major revi-

sions, the reliabilities of component scales remain highly satis-

factory (Hackman and Oldham , l974a:7).

Internal consistency reliabilities for each of the scales

measured by the JDS are shown in Table XXII. These reliability

estimates were computed by “ ...obtaining the median inter—item

correlations for all items which are scored on each scale, and

then adjusting the median by Spearman-Brown procedures to obtain 5

an estimate of the reliability of the summary scale scores ”

(Hackman and OLdham , 1974a:39).

Discriminan~ validity of the various items are reflected

in Table XXI I as the median “ of f—diagonal”  correlations. The

median “off—diagonal” correlation is the correlation between items

on a g iven scale and all other items scored on the same type but

different scales. These correlations provide a measure of the

instrument ’s “ability ” to discriminate between the various

items being measured (Hackman and Oldham , l974a :17 ,l9).
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Tables XXIII and XXIV which show the intercorrelations among

the JDS scales are based on Hackman and Oldham ’s study group

S responses. Table XXIII correlations were computed across total

group responses , whereas Table XXIV correlations were computed

across group responses by job type.

In general , the intercorrelations for the two methods are S

S quite similar . Hackman and Oldham ’s research found that the job

S dimensions themselves are moderately intercorrelated , thus vali—

dating Hackman and Lawler ’s findings (1971). A moderate level

of intercorrelation among the dimensions does not detract f r om

their usefulness as separate measures as long as one will accept

that they are non—independent and account for this fact  in inter-

preting the scores of various jobs given specific job dimensions

(Hackman and Oldham, 1974a:26). This independency will be examined

and accounted for by performing several different types of statis-

tical analyses, all designed to achieve the same objective.

Examination of the intercorrelations, Tables XXIII and XXIV,

shows that the variables measured by the JDS are interrelated as

predicted by the theory . Furthermore , these variables relate

positively to each other and to each of the supplementary dimen—

sions tapped by the JDS. Due to this positive correlation and to

the magnitude of the correlation coefficients, this instrument is

considered a valid measure of the theory concepts (Hackman and

Oldham , l974a:26). For a further discussion of the JDS validity ,

see Motivation Through the Design of Work: Test of a Theory,

Department of Administrative Services, Yale University , by J.

Richard Hackman and Greg R. Oldham .
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TABLE XXII

RELIABILITIES OF THE JDS SCALES 1

Internal Median
Consistency Off-diagonal
Reliability Correlationa

JOB DIMENSIONS
Skill Variety .71 .19
Task Identity .59 .12
Task Significance .66 .14
Autonomy .66 .19
Feedback from the Job Itself .71 .19
Feedback from Agents .78 .15
Dealing with Others .59 .15

PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES
Experienced Meaningfulness of
the Work .74 .26

Exper ienced Responsibility for
the Work .72 .23

Knowledge of Results .76 .17

AFFECTIVE RESPONSES TO THE JOB
General Satisfaction .76 .25
Internal Work Motivation .76 .25
Speci,f ic Satisfactions:

Job Security b b
Pay b b
Social .56 .23
Supervisory .79 .25
Growth .84 .28

GROWTH NEED STRENGTH
S “Would Like” Format .88 C

Job Choice Format .71 c

S Notes:
a. The median off—diagonal correlation is the median correlation

of the items scored on a given scale with all of the items scored S
on different scales of the same type. Thus, the median of f-
diagonal correlation for skill variety (.19) is the median cor-
relation of all items measuring skill variety with all the items
measuring the other six job dimensions.

b. These scales were added to the JDS after the present data were
collected , and no reliability data are yet available.

c. Off-diagonal correlations are not reported for these two scales ,
since all items were designed to tap the same construct. The
scale scores obtained using the “would like ” format correlate
.50 with the scale scores obtained using the job choice format.

~(Hackman and Oldham, 1974a:18)
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1. The following compilations show the composition of the
study group as described by the demographic variables tapped
by the study survey.

a) Present Active Duty Grade

Grade FMS OMS Total
_____ 

(Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage)

E—l 2( 2.1) 6( 5.6) 8( 4.0)
E—2 11(11.6) 13(12.1) 24(11.9)
E—3 35(36.8) 42(39.3) 77(38.1)
E—4 22(23.2) 24(22.4) 46(22.8)
E—5 15(15.8) 14(13.1) 29(14.4)
E—6 5( 5.3)  3( 2.8) 8( 4.0)
E—7 4( 4.2) 5( 4.7) 9( 4.5)
E—8 1( 1.1) l( .5)

b) Total Active Federal Military Service

FMS OMS Total
Years Service (Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage)

Less than 1 Year
11(11.6) 14(13.1) 25(12.4)

1—4 Years 55(57.9) 57(53.3) 112(55.4)
5—8 Years 12(12.6) 26(24.3) 38(18.8)
9—12 Years 8( 8.4) 4( 3.7) 12( 5.9)
13—16 Years 3( 3.2) 3( 2.8) 6( 3.0)
Over 16 Years 6( 6.3) 3( 2.8) 9( 4.5)

c) Age

FMS OMS Total
Age (Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage)

Under 20 Years 23(24.2) 32(29.9) 55 (27.2)
21—25 Years 43(45.3) 49(45.8) 92(45.5)
26—30 Years 20 (21.1) 19 (17.8) 39 (19.3)
31—35 Years 6( 6.3) 4( 3.7) 10( 5.0)
36—40 Years 2( 2.1) 1( .9) 3( 1.5)
41—45 Years 1( 1.1) 2 (  1.9) 3(  1.5)
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d) Highest Educational Level

FMS OMS Total
Level (Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage)

Grade School
Some High School 2( 2.1) 4( 3.7) 6( 3.0)
High School

Graduate 69(72.6) 75(70.1) 144(71.3)
Some College 24(25.3) 28(26.2) 52(25.7)
College Graduate
Some Graduate

Work
Graduate Degree

e) Sex

FMS OMS Total
Sex (Percent~ge) (Percentage ) (Percentage)

Male 89(93.7) 106(99.1) 195(96.5)
Female 6 (  6 .3)  l(  .9)  7(  3.5)

f)  Marital Status

Status FMS OMS Total
_______ 

(Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage)

Married 58(61.1) 48(45.3) 106(52.7)
Single 37(38.9) 58(54.7) 95(47.3)

g) Skill Level

Level FMS OMS Total
_____ 

(Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage)

3 Level 17(18.1) 12(11.2) 29(14.4)
5 Level 57(60.6) 80(74.8) 137(68.2)
7 Level 18(19.1) 13(12.1) 31(15.4)
9 Level 2( 2.1) 2( 1.9) 4( 2.0)

h) Supervisor/Non-Supervisor Status

Status FMS OMS Total
______  

(Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage)

Supervisor 46(48.4) 53(49.5) 99(49.0)
Non—Supervisor 49(51.6) 54(50.5) 103(51.0)

5. •
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i) Career Intent

FMS OMS Total
Intent (Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage)

No, Separating 28(29.5) 20(18.7) 48(23.8)
No,Retiring 3( 3.2) 3( 2.8) 6( 3.0)
Undecided 44(46.3) 56(52.3) 100(49.5)
Yes 20(21.1) 28(26.2) 48(23.8)

j) Present Job a Factor in Career Intent Decision (No
and Undecided Responses to item i).

FMS OMS Total
Factor (Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage)

No 40(54.1) 26(32.9) 66(43.1)
Yes 34(45.9) 53(67.1) 87(56.9)

2. Mean Scores / Standard Deviations for Dimensions Tapped
by the JDS.

Variable FMS OMS Total

Skill Variety 4.77 / 1.42 4.47 / 1.38 4.61 / 1.40
Task Identity 5.10 / 1.17 4.51 / 1.23 4.79 / 1.24
Task Significance 5.89 / 1.16 6.15 / 1.10 6.03 / 1.13
Autonomy 4.65 / 1.34 3.99 / 1.17 4.30 / 1.29
Feedback From Job 5.04 / 1.23 4.65 / 1.16 4.83 / 1.21
Feedback From

Supervisors 4.12 / 1.49 4.20 / 1.59 4.16 / 1.54
Association 5.52 / 1.00 5.98 / .81 5.76 / .93
Motivation 5.39 / 1.10 5.29 I 1.14 5.34 / 1.12
Pay Satisfaction 3.14 / 1.71. 2.48 / 1.77 2.79 / 1.77
Security Satisfact-

ion 4.59 / 1.49 4.10 I 1.67 4.33 / 1.61
Social Satisfaction 5.30 / 1.02 5.28 / .91 5.29 / .96
Supervisory

Satisfaction 4.91 / 1.39 4.60 / 1.52 4.75 / 1.47
Growth Need

Strength 4.81 / 1.36 4.57 / 1.51 4.68 / 1.44
Individual Growth

Need Strength 5.64 / 1.28 5.42 / 1.06 5.53 / 1.17
Job Satisfaction

(Hoppock) 16.99 / 4.16 16.77 I 4.20 16.87 / 4.17
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